










For the Year Ending December 31st




By Mayor Louis H. McDufTee
Gentlemen of the City Council:
The year 1929, from the point of view of work
accomplished, has been a successful one. The City
Government to a man has functioned well, and each
man has done all that could be expected of him. The
few changes in the personnel is proof that the citizens
are satisfied with the results obtained.
As usual, the finances come in for first consider-
ation, and the following report gives an idea of how
much money has been handled.
There is one account which has run over its appro-
priation, and that is the Poor Account. I have checked
this account with those of other cities, and find that
they have all run over last year.
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Road building, like other industries, profits from
the long established custom of pausing at the close of
the year to take stock of what has been accomplished,
and to make plans for the future. Some progress along
the line of construction has been made, insofar as two
and a quarter miles on the East Side Road have been
completed. There were 4,000 cubic yards of gravel
and 12,000 tons of crushed stone used on the base
course. On the Pickering Road 1,500 yards of gravel
have been used this year, and in the Spring, as early
as possible, the completion of the same is first on our
program. Hancock and Chestnut Streets have been
hot topped. Much work has been done on the rural
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roads, by hauling gravel, etc. The general routine of
work requires much time and expense. There have
been 25 miles of bushes cut along the highways. The
efforts of the Department this year should be the
improvement of Pine, Granite, Glen, Sheridan, Spring,
Portland, Heaton, and South Main Streets, and last,
but not least, Washington Street.
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
I have visited on several occasions the public
schools. It seems to me that the discipline in the
schools of today is much better than when I attended
school. The instruction seems to be under capable and
efficient leaders. More repairs on the school buildings
have been made than for several years. Our school
buildings should be kept in first class condition. The
executive management of the school department is very
satisfactorily handled. I have examined the records
of several of our high school graduates who are attend-
ing post-secondary institutions, and I am well satisfied
that the instruction given in the high school is above
the average. It costs money to run the schools, but it
is a wise investment for any city. I am convinced that
our next school building program should consist of an
eight-room building at Maple Street and a gymnasium
on the present high school lot. Both of these projects
should be constructed in the near future.
LIBRARY
The library is closely allied to the school. Many
books have been added, and new shelves built. In the
course of a year, more room will be needed.
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Our police department has been working very sat-
isfactorily. There have been less police court penal-
ties than for some years past. I am sorry to say that
during the year we suffered a real loss in the death
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of Eugene Luneaii. The police auto has been in use
for four years, and I think it is time to make a change.
I hope this year our men will appear in new uniforms.
FIRE DEPARTMENT
We have been very fortunate in regard to fires
the past year. Very few bell alarms have occurred,
and what fires we had were promptly taken care of
with the least possible loss. The fire station has been
entirely renovated, and the men's quarters made com-
fortable. It is only a matter of a few years before
some of the fire fighting apparatus has to be changed.
PARKS
The parks have had very little done to them during
the year. The common has been cleaned up and that
is about all. During the year 1930 the dump on River
Street should be cleaned up, grassed over, and a rail
fence erected. This dump, which is visible from the
Main Street Bridge, has been an eyesore, and it should
be eliminated.
WATER WORKS
It is very gratifying to me to say that we have
so successfully passed a year, which according to re-
ports from many sections of the country, was one of
the worst ever experienced in water works history.
Nearby towns exhausted their water supply, wells in
the farming districts went dry, and people were obliged
to procure water in any place available. In our case,
during the month of September, we were on the verge
of stopping all unnecessary use of water, owing to the
low water level, but through the efficient management
of our water system, we were carried through safely.
For the benefit of all within our city, I want to say that
after fully considering the water situation, there were
purchased extra water rights and when these privi-
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leges are fully developed, Rochester will have an ample
supply of water, both in quality and quantity, to meet
all requirements for many years to come.
SURFACE SEWERS
The surface sewers on Heaton and Knight Streets
should be relaid, or nev; sewers put in, as these sewers
on both streets have ceased to function for several
years.
With a business having a turnover of five hundred
thousand dollars a year, or ten thousand dollars a week,
employing throughout the year from eighty to one
hundred forty people, it is easy to find plenty to do, and
even by using the best effort possible, the individual
desires of each citizen could not be satisfied. I find
that the Mayor's job is not simply signing his name,
but it will take all the time he will give to it.





Owe on Sundry Accounts,
Accrued Interest,
Checks Out Unpaid,
Amount Due Water Works on Account,
CREDIT
Boston & Maine Stock,
Due on Tax Collector's List, 1929,
Due on Sundry Accounts,
Due from State on Account of State High-
way, 3,198 74
$42,000
City of Rochester 7
Cash in Hands of Tax Collector, $4,132 35
Cash in Hands of Treasurer, 8,654 39
Cash in Hands of Clerk, 200 71
$40,261 94
Net Indebtedness, $60,528 60
ASSETS OF WATER WORKS
Sinking Fund, $43,070 49
Due from City, 24,643 89
Cash in Hands of Clerk, 1,237 11
$68,951 49
CITY GOVERNMENT
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City Clerk—Frank E. Hussey.
City Treasurer—John L. Copp.
City Solicitor—Guy Smart.
Collector of Taxes—Eugene C. Howard.
Street Commissioner—Elihu A. Corson.
Superintendent of Water Works and Seivers—George
D. Dame.
Marshal—Isaac W. Rankin.
Assistant Marshal—Frank H. Boston.
Night Watch—Onisephore Lacasse.
Traffic Officer—Nelson S. Hatch.
Police at Conic—Frederick A. Hamilton.
Police at East Rochester—Leon E. Blaisdell.
Chief Engineer of Fire Department—John F. Nute.
Assistant Chief Engineer of Fire Department—
Charles L, Plummer.
First Assistant Engineer—Wilbur E. Home.
Second Assistant Engineer—Peter McShane.
Third Assistant Engineer—Charles S. Clark.
Fourth Assistant Engineer—A. Roscoe Tuttle.
Sanitary Officer—Charles E. Goodwin.
City Physician—Dudley L. Stokes.
Overseer of Poor—Forrest L. Keay.
Board of Health—Charles E. Goodwin, Dudley L.
Stokes, Forrest L. Keay.
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Plumbers' Examining Board—Charles E. Goodwin,
Dudley L. Stokes, Albert P. Covey.
Assessors—Armand A. Bilodeau, Harry L. Meader,
William E. Jacobs.
Trustees of Trust Funds—Cecil C. Shaw, Frank E.
Hussey, John S. Kimball.
Trustees of Public Libranj—Harry H. Meader, Willis
McDuffee, Sidney B. Hayes, Henry J. Grondin,
Joseph F. Sweet, Fred P. Meader.
Licensing Board—Mayor Louis H. McDuffee, City
Marshal Isaac W. Rankin, City Clerk Frank E.
Hussey.
Manager of Opera House—Elihu L. Webster.
Special Police—George Dame, William 0. Allen,
Arthur E. Tebbetts, E. L. Webster, F. S. Grant,
J. Wyman Hussey, Edward Josselyn, Walter J.
Seavey, George H. Magoon, Samuel E. Perreault,
E. A. Corson, William J. Blair, I. Belmont Allen,
Stephen Howard, Joseph Woodes, William A. Mar-
tin, Fred Doyle, Elmer Garland, Ray Loughlin,
Horace Haynes, Ansel A. Farnham, James Markes,
Elmer Watson, William Littlefield, Fred L. Sea-
vey, Chas. A. Doull, Joseph Cooley, Delbert A.
Quint, Vane Nickerson, Archie J. Young, Everett
Chadbourne, Horace Mills, Alphonse F. Potvin, H.
E. Bickford, Carl Jacobs.
Public Weighers—Roland E. Joy, Alfred Rodier, Frank
Hoyt, Alice F. Bradley, Albert Holmes, E. M.
Hawkes, Granville F. Grant, David Johnston,
Elias Voyer, Heman G. Goodwin, George Herries,
George H. Torr, Hubert C. Goodwin, A. F. Carter,
A. Stanley Bowering, James Bowering, William S.
Bowering, Charles C. Torr, V. E. Page, W. H. Otis,
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Vivian C. Cotton, Isaac C. Evans, James Foley,
Frank Glidden, Leo Morey, Walter J. Seavey,
Chester H. Smith, Sara Greenfield, Geo. E. Green-
field, Frances M. Collins, James E. Lucey, Gordon
H. Foss, Franklin Torr, N. E. B. Morrill, Nathan-
iel Davis, Fred Durgin, E. L. Webster.
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber—Nahum B. Woodman,
Sidney B. Hayes, Louis Cartier, Robert Fownes,
Charles Tebbetts, Ora Goodale, Nelson R. Hart,
John Parry, Napoleon Masse, David Shields,
John A. Allen, Adrian E. Hall, C. R. Allen, George
V. Hussey, Norman Grifiin, Alphonse F. Potvin,
Arthur W. Barber, Harry H. Meader, Nathaniel
Davis, Robert H. Kaler, W. Eugene Springfield, J.
O, Watson, Ralph Littlefield, Thomas Dudley,
James Allen, Isaac W. Rankin, Russell Griffin.
Fence Vieivers—Marvin T. Blaisdell, George E. Var-
ney, Ralph H. Hall.
Janitor at City Hall—Harry I. Howard.
Assistant Janitor—Frank D. Stevens.
STANDING COMMITTEES
Finance—Mayor, Varney, Torr.
Shade Trees, Parks and Commons—Mayor, Bacon,
Bergeron.
Public histruction—Mayor, Watson, Sylvain.
Claims and Accounts—Mayor, Greenfield, Conrad.
Public Buildings—Came, Dickey, Bergeron.
Fire Department—Varney, Dickey, Pringle.
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Roads, Bridges and Drains—Greenfield, Johnson, Gray.
Water Works and Seivers—Torr, Pringle, Came.
Street Lights—Greenfield, Cole, Hamilton.
Printing—Hart, Hamilton, Cole.
Election and Returns—Lacasse, Watson, Bacon.
Legal Affairs—Mayor, Gray, Meader.
Bills in Their Second Reading and Enrolled Ordi-
nances—Conrad, Hart, Watson.
Police—Mayor, Gray, Bacon.
Purchasing Committee—Mayor, Sylvain, Johnson.
City Poor and Soldiers' Aid—Mayor, Lacasse, Meader
RECOMMENDATIONS
For Annual Appropriations, 1929
American Legion, $ 200 00
East Rochester Public Library, 200 00
Public Library, 7,500 00
Insurance on City Hall, 1,300 00
Additional Insurance on School Houses, 1,000 00
County Tax, 27,783 89
State Tax, 5,000 00








State Highways, 12,000 00
Pickering Road, 9,800 00
Deep Sewers, 1,500 00
Surface Sewers, 2,500 00
Street Sprinkling, 1,000 00
Municipal Bonds, 14,000 00
White Pine Blister Rust, 500 00
City Poor and Soldiers' Aid, 10,000 00
Shade Trees, Parks and Commons, 700 00




Passed by the City Council
RESOLUTION TO HIRE MONEY IN ANTICIPA-
TION OF TAXES
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester :
That the Committee on Finance be authorized to
hire on note or notes of the City a sum not exceeding
$100,000.00 in anticipation of taxes, said notes to be
hired at such times and taken up at such times as the
balance in the treasury will permit.
Passed Feb. 5, 1929.
RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE FOR EXTRA WORK
IN THE ASSESSORS' OFFICE
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester
:
That the Mayor be authorized to have special work
done in the Assessors' Office that in his judgment will
be a benefit to the City in the working of said Depart-
ment, the same to be paid for from the annual appro-
priation for the Salary Department.
Passed Feb. 5, 1929.
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RESOLUTION FOR THE PROVISION OF A
GYMNASIUM
Be it Resolved by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester:
That whereas there is a growing demand and need
of a gymnasium for the proper development of the
young people of this city,
That: by reason of said public demand and need,
be it resolved that a Committee be appointed by the
Mayor to consist of three members from the School
Board of the said City of Rochester, three members
from the City Council of said City of Rochester, the
Superintendent of Schools and the Mayor, to ascertain
if the public demand and need is sufficient to justify
the necessary steps being taken to bring about the
building of said gymnasium.
Passed Feb. 5, 1929.
RESOLUTION OF APPROVAL OF HOUSE BILL
NO. 289 WHICH PROVIDES FOR STATE AID ON
ROAD EXTENDING FROM THE STATE
ROAD AT ITS JUNCTION WITH WHITE
HALL ROAD TO THE SALMON FALLS
ROAD AND VIA SALMON FALLS ROAD
TO THE STATE OF MAINE LINE
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That we approve of the passage of House Bill No.
289 being a bill to procure state aid on the White Hall
Swamp and Salmon Falls Roads from the junction with
the State Road on South Main Street to the State Line
at Berwick, Maine.
Passed March 5, 1929.
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RESOLUTION TO RAISE MONEY WITHIN THE
SPRINKLING PRECINCT
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That there be raised by taxation within the
sprinkling precinct the sum of twenty-five hundred
dollars in accordance with the act of the Legislature
creating said precinct.
Passed March 5, 1929.
RESOLUTION OF ANNUAL APPROPRIATION
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester
:
That for the support of the various departments of
the City of Rochester for the year 1929 there be raised
by taxation the sum of two hundred eighty-one thous-
and eight hundred dollars and the Assessors are
directed to raise that amount with such overlay as may
be found necessary.
Passed March 5, 1929.
AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCE FOR CLOSING
OF HIGHWAYS
Be it Ordained by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester:
That Chapter XI on Highways, be amended by
adding thereto Sections 7, 8, and 9 as follows
:
Sec. 7. The Street Commissioner and the Com-
mittee of the City Council on Roads, Bridges and
Drains, are hereby authorized to prohibit the use of
any or all highways by horsedrawn vehicles on four
wheels of over two and one-half tons gross weight,
(vehicle and load) ; and to prohibit the use of any or
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all highways by all motor vehicles of over six tons gross
weight (including vehicle and load) ; and by motor
vehicles of six tons and under not having a width of
tire on each rear wheel equal or greater than those
listed below for the gross weight (vehicle and load)
.
Gross Weight Width of Each Rear Tire
















IV2 and under 3
for and during such times of the year as the said Street
Commissioner and the Committee on Roads, Bridges
and Drains, shall determine that said highways are un-
suitable for travel thereon by said vehicles.
Sec. 8. The Street Commissioner shall cause to
be posted on all highways so regulated in two or more
public places, notices of the regulations relative to the
use of said highways.
Sec. 9. Any person violating the provisions of
these regulations shall be fined not more than one
hundred dollars, and shall also be liable for all dam-
ages occasioned thereby.
AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCE, RELATING TO
THE SALARY OF THE OVERSEER OF THE
POOR
Be it Ordained by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester:
That we amend Paragraph 23, Section 1 of Chap-
ter XXIV of the Revised Ordinances of the City of
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Rochester, by striking out the word "four" in the first
line of said paragraph, and inserting in place thereof
the word "six," so that said paragraph as amended,
shall read as follows:
The Overseer of the Poor, six hundred dollars,
payable quarterly from the salary department.
All Ordinances and parts of Ordinances incon-
sistent with this Ordinance are hereby repealed, and
this Ordinance shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed April 2, 1929.
RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE FOR SEWER CON-
NECTIONS FOR HOUSES ABUTTING ON
FRONT STREET
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester
:
That the Committee on Water Works and Sewers
be authorized to do all things necessary to provide for
an outlet into the main sewer on Heaton Street for
houses abutting on Front Street and to make arrange-
ments with Mrs, Frances Mooney for a right of way
across her property located at 13 Heaton Street.
The amount of money to be paid for said right of
way not to exceed $150.00, and to be charged to the
abutters receiving the benefit of said sewer connection.
Passed May 7, 1929.
RESOLUTION TO PURCHASE LAND FOR
STRAIGHTENING EAST SIDE TRUNK
LINE
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the Committee on Roads, Bridges and Drains
recommend to the Purchasing Committee the purchase
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of a small tract of land bordering on the East Side
Trunk Line for the straightening of said highway.
The amount of said land is as follows
:
From Henry Greenfield, .05 acres; Will Otis, .15
acres; Henry Felker, 1.08 acres; Charles Torr, .41
acres on east side ; Charles Torr, .44 acres on west side
with pines; John Greenfield, .013 acres.
For a sum not exceeding $250.00 to be paid from
any money not otherwise appropriated.
Passed May 4, 1929.
RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE FOR CROSSING
SIGNALS
Resolved hij the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That we approve of the request of the Boston &
Maine Railroad for permission to install highway
crossing signals at the following crossings in the City
of Rochester, to wit:
Summer Street, Autumn Street, Winter Street,
Lowell Street, Hancock Street, Spaulding's Crossing
near Hayes in North Rochester, Gonic and East Roch-
ester Crossings of the Worcester, Nashua & Portland
Divisions. All other crossings where there is now a
flagman or gates shall be maintained by said Boston &
Maine Railroad.
Passed June 4, 1929.
RESOLUTION TO REPLACE A SEPTIC TANK BY
SEWERAGE IN COCHECO RIVER NEAR
FOWNES' MILL
Be it Resolved by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester:
That whereas there is a public demand for bathing
in the Cocheco River at the "Swimming Hole," so-
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called, in Snow Park and whereas many children have
been and are now using the same for bathing and
whereas sewerage is now being discharged into said
river above said "Swimming Hole" from a septic tank
near Fownes' Mill.
Now therefore be it resolved that the Committee
on Sewerage be and hereby is empowered to construct
a sewer pipe line from said septic tank through Snow
Park to a point in said river south of and below said
"Swimming Hole."
Said Committee is authorized to expend in the con-
struction thereof such sum as may be necessary up to,
but not exceeding $1,500.00.
Said sum necessary to build said pipe line as above
set forth to be taken from moneys not otherwise ex-
pended.
Passed June 4, 1929.
RESOLUTION TO HIRE IN ANTICIPATION OF
TAXES
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the Committee on Finance be authorized to
hire a sum not exceeding $50,000.00 in anticipation of
taxes to be hired on notes of the City, said notes to be
issued at such times and taken up at such times as the
balance in the treasury will permit.
Passed June 4, 1929.
RESOLUTION TO INCREASE ANNUAL APPRO-
PRIATION
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the Appropriation for County Tax in the
Annual Budget be increased $5,283.89, five thousand
two hundred eighty-three dollars and eighty-nine cents.
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to take care of the warrant for said County Tax re-
ceived since the Appropriation was made, on March 5,
1929.
Passed June 4, 1929.
RESOLUTIONS TO PROVIDE FOR VACATIONS
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the officials of the Police and Fire Depart-
ments be granted a vacation of one week with pay, the
time of such vacations to be under the supervision of
the heads of the Department.
Passed July 2, 1929.
AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCE RELATING TO
SALARY OF BOARD OF ASSESSORS
Be it Ordained by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester:
That Paragraph 25 of Sect. 1 of Chapter XXIV of
the Revised Ordinances of said City of Rochester be
amended by striking out the whole of said Paragraph
and inserting in place thereof the following
:
The Assessors of Taxes one hundred fifteen dollars
per month from August 1, 1929 to January 1, 1930,
and the Clerk of said Board one hundred thirty-five
dollars per month from August 1, 1929 to January 1,
1930 and thereafter,
Each, eight hundred dollars per year except the
Clerk who shall receive nine hundred dollars per year.
Said Board shall be in session at its oflEice in Rochester
City Hall for the accommodation of the public every
day (Sundays excepted) during the first two weeks
of the month of April from 8 A. M., to 5 P. M. and
said office shall be open and one or more members of
said Board shall be in said office Saturday evenings of
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said period from 7 to 8 o'clock P. M. Said Board shall
be in session at said office during the last Saturday of
each month during the year and one or more members
of said Board shall be in said office on said Saturday
evening from 7 to 8 o'clock when said office shall be
open for accommodation of the public. Said Board
shall also assist in special canvass for Poll Tax Payers
and Dog Licenses, when such is authorized by vote of
the City Council. Said annual salary shall be in full
for all services, and shall be payable monthly from the
Salary Department.
All ordinances and parts of ordinances incon-
sistent with this ordinance are hereby repealed and the
second section shall take effect January 1, 1930.
Passed July 2, 1929.
AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCE RELATING TO
TRAFFIC
Be it Ordained by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester:
That Section 2 of Chapter XIV be amended by
striking out the following words from the ninth and
tenth sentences of said section to wit: "Close to the
curb, facing in the direction they are proceeding," so
that said section as amended will read as follows
:
Sect. 2. Drivers of all vehicles of every descrip-
tion shall keep to the righthand of the center of the
streets in the compact part of the City and drive at a
rate of speed that is safe and reasonable ; at all inter-
sections or crossings of ways they shall keep to the
right of the intersecting centers of both ways when
turning either to the right or left, and shall bring said
vehicle to a stop only on the right hand side of the
street. Drivers of motor vehicles shall give timely
warning with bell, horn or other device on approaching
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intersecting ways and shall not make any unreasonable
noise at any time by cutting out of the muffler or other-
wise, or permit an unnecessary amount of smoke or un-
burnt gases to escape from said vehicle.
To further amend Chapter XIV by adding a new
paragraph to be known as Sect. 3 and by renumbering
present Section 3 to read Section No. 4 and renumber-
ing present Section 4 to read Section 5, said Section
3 to read as follows :
Sec. 3. No person having control or charge of
any vehicle shall allow the same to stand on South Main
Street, North Main Street or Hanson Street so as to
obstruct the free passing by the public upon said high-
ways, but shall place said vehicle when standing the
same on Hanson Street, close to the curb and parallel
therewith facing in the direction in which they are
proceeding, and on the driver's righthand side thereof.
And on North Main Street between Central Square and
the Bridge over the Cocheco River, and on South Main
Street and the Crossing over the Boston and Maine
Railroad shall place said vehicles at an angle of about
forty-five degrees with the righthand curbing facing
in the direction in which they are proceeding, and close
to said curbing.
All vehicles on Union Street shall be brought to a
stop on said Union Street before entering Wakefield
Street from Union Street, and before entering North
Main Street from Union Street;
All vehicles on Summer Street shall be brought
to a stop on said Summer Street before entering Wake-
field Street from Summer Street
;
All vehicles on Hanson Street shall be brought to
a stop on said Hanson Street before entering Central
Square from Hanson Street
;
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All vehicles on Congress Street shall be brought
to a stop on said Congress Street before entering Cen-
tral Square from Congress Street
;
All vehicles on Portland Street shall be brought to
a stop on said Portland Street before entering South
Main Street from Portland Street;
All vehicles on Liberty Street shall be brought to
a stop on said Liberty Street before entering South
Main Street from Liberty Street;
All vehicles on Knight Street shall be brought to a
stop on said Knight Street before entering South Main
Street from Knight Street
;
All vehicles on Bridge Street shall be brought to
a stop on said Bridge Street before entering North
Main Street from Bridge Street.
To amend Sect. 4 renumbered to read Sect. 5 by
striking out the whole thereof and in its place inserting
the following
:
Sect. 5. Any violations of this chapter shall be
punishable by a fine not exceeding twenty dollars.
Amended
:
All vehicles on Academy Street shall be brought to
a stop on Academy Street, before entering South Main
Street from Academy Street
;
All vehicles on Knight Street shall be brought to
a stop on Knight Street before entering Charles Street
from Knight Street;
All vehicles on Winter Street shall be brought to a
stop on Winter Street entering South Main Street from
Winter Street.
Passed Sept. 3, 1929.
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RESOLUTION TO HOLD BOXING MATCHES
Be it Ordained by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester:
That boxing bouts may be held within the City of
Rochester by any person, club or association, who shall
have complied with the provisions of the Laws of the
State of New Hampshire, Chapter 132, of the Laws of
1929.
Passed Oct. 1, 1929.
RESOLUTION TO HAVE STOP SIGNALS RATI-
FIED
Be it Resolved by the Honorable Mayor and City
Council of the City of Rochester:
That the action taken by the City Council in
voting the rescinding of the ordinance reference to stop
signals on certain streets be and hereby is rescinded,
and the action of said Council in adopting said Ordi-
nance is hereby ratified and confirmed.
Passed Oct. 1, 1929.
RESOLUTION AS TO DISCOUNT PERIOD
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the action of the Board of Assessors, in ex-
tending the discount period one month for giving dis-
count on taxes, be hereby indorsed, and the tax col-
lector is hereby indorsed for allowing said discounts.
Passed Oct. 1, 1929.
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RESOLUTION TO PAY JOSEPH MICHAEL
DAMAGES
Be it Resolved by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester:
That twenty-five hundred dollars be paid to Joseph
Michael in full settlement of all claims for damages
and injuries received by him in an automobile accident
had on the Concord Road on August 21, 1927, by reason
of driving over a defective culvert, said sum to be paid
from moneys not otherwise appropriated.
Passed Nov. 5, 1929.
RESOLUTION TO REVISE WATER RULES
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the Committee on Water Works and Sewers
with the Superintendent be authorized to draw up a
new set of rules for the operation of the Water Depart-
ment, and present a draft of said rules at the December
Meeting of the City Council.
Passed Nov. 5, 1929.
RESOLUTION TO FURNISH POLICE UNIFORMS
Be it Resolved by the Honorable Mayor and City Coun-
cil of the City of Rochester:
That the City of Rochester shall hereafter furnish
to the City Marshal, Assistant Marshal, and regularly
employed police officers all uniforms and equipment
required by them in the discharge of their duties as
Marshal, Assistant Marshal and police officers, but in
no event shall there be expended in any one year for
said uniforms and equipment more than one hundred
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dollars per officer. Said uniforms and equipment to
be purchased upon the recommendation of the City
Marshal.
Amended to read as follows
:
This resolution to take effect Jan. 1, 1930.
Passed Dec. 5, 1929.
RESOLUTION ON THE DEATH OF EUGENE
LUNEAU, NIGHT WATCH
Be it Resolved by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester:
Eugene Luneau became a Member of the City-
Council in January 1923, serving continuously until he
resigned his seat Feb. 7, 1928 to become a Member of
the Police Force.
During his term of five years, he was appointed
to important Committees and was held in the highest
esteem by the co-workers in the City Government.
At the time he tendered his resignation Mayor
Corson publicly thanked him for his five years' service
as Councilman and for his faithful and efficient work
as a Member of the Committee on Claims and Accounts.
He continued this service as Night Watch for the
City and his fellow policemen feel that they have met
with a real loss by his early death.
In conformity with the wishes of the City Council
I will offer the following resolution
:
That in the death of our esteemed friend and co-
worker, Eugene Luneau, the City Government and the
community have met with a real loss for which we ex-
tend to the bereaved family our sincere sympathy in
this hour of sorrow.
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Let the life of this kind husband and father be a
comfort to them in years to come and may the hand of
prosperity look kindly on these young lives as they
grow into manhood and womanhood.
Be it further resolved that a copy of this resolu-





Passed Nov. 5, 1929.
RESOLUTION FOR PRINTING CITY REPORT
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the Committee on Printing be authorized to
take all steps necessary for the printing of the 1929
Report of the City, so that said report may be placed
on its way for completion.
Passed Dec. 5, 1929.
RESOLUTION TO TRANSFER BALANCES
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That if found necessary in closing the accounts of
the year to transfer from a department where there is
a balance to a department where there is a deficit the
Committee on Finance be authorized to make such
transfer.





January 1, 1929, to January 1, 1930
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Paid Kimball & Allen, workmen's compen-
sation insurance premium, $1,448 15
Courier Publishing Co., publishing
highway ordinances, 27 00
Mack Motor Truck Co., exchange for
new truck, 5,300 00
Mack Motor Truck Co., remodeling
truck, 700 00
Mack Motor Truck Co., repairs, 62 59
Dudley Bros. Co., one II/2 ton Reo
speed wagon, to be used by Water
Dept., exchanged with Water Dept.
for one 21/2 ton Mack, 1,577 25
Phillips' Garage, repairs and parts, 1,475 26
Henry Higson, welding equipment, 303 05
Murdock & Arthur, Inc., new Ford
truck, 834 00
Murdock & Arthur, Inc., exchange of
truck, 303 55
Murdock & Arthur, Inc., tires and
repairs, 627 79
Mitchell's Garage, tires and repairs, 1,184 97
Hervey Tire Shop, tire repairs, 1 25
C. H. Kendall, truck repairs, 36 21
Ralph Dunlap, truck repairs, 5 40
Walter Hislop, truck repairs, 1 50
Ralph Corson, truck repairs, 65
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Carll's Garage, truck repairs, $9 70
Dyar Sales & Machinery Co., one
Adams grader, 450 00
Dyar Sales & Machinery Co., parts and
repairs for highway equipment, 1,053 42
Good Roads Machinery Co., repairs, 1 61
W. N. Morrison Co., equipment repairs, 427 75
Albert P. Covey, equipment repairs, 45 99
Eugene C. Foss Co., hardware, 290 01
Ayers & Jenkins Co., hardware, 279 39
Files Tractor Co., tractor repairs, 123 81
P. I. Perkins Co., tractor repairs, 138 69
Brackett & Shaw Co., cable and re-
pairs, 48 10
Charles W. Varney & Co., liability and
fire premiums,
F. L. Kendall Co., liability premiums,
H. D. Smith, liability premiums,
Freeman Corson, grain,
Strafford County Grain Mill, grain,
George H. Torr, 53,625 lbs. hay,
John V. Home, 13,565 lbs. hay,
Ralph F. Seavey, 7,760 lbs. hay,
Prescott's Garage, pressing on tires.
Bond Co., shovels,
McClosky Torch Co., 12 torches,
Boston Branch, wicks,
N. E. Metal Culvert Co., culverts,
Johnson Foundry, 21 grousers,
Gonic Mfg. Co., repairs,
Hussey Plow Co., plow and point,
Buffalo Springfield Roller Co., repairs,
Walter W. Field & Son, cable.
Cutter, Wood & Sanderson, bucket
bolts, 4 65
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Ayers & Jenkins Co., hardware for
Pickering bridge, $12 46
Eugene C, Foss Co., hardware for
Pickering bridge, 30 24
Lida Varney, storage for sand at
Gonic, 12 00
Twin State Gas & Elec. Co., light, 165 49
Twin State Gas & Elec. Co., power, 492 00
Diamond Match Co., lumber, 25 12
Rochester Lumber Co., lumber, 177 98
Martin S. Brock, bridge plank, 23,485
feet, 732 20
A. A. Gregoire, electrical work, 3 40
F. E. Hussey, express paid, 29 01
Alvin A. Pluff, harness and repairs, 73 10
Newell B. Foss, Supt., 32 30
Elihu A. Corson, Superintendent, 1,700 40
Pay Rolls for labor, 36,160 68




George Herries, hot top, 68 00
Porter Cheese Co., towing car, 2 00
Frank E. Hodgdon, gravel, 13 50
School Dept., labor, 2 40
Envelopes, not called for, 31 00
Standard Oil Co., gravel, 32 18
Murdock & Arthur, Inc., check re-
turned, 10 80
F. E. Small, filling grounds at house on
Washington Street, 200 00
St. Charles Orphanage, hot top sur-
face, 197 00
Earl T. Grant, corrugated culvert, 57 50
Guaranty Roofing Co., asphalt, 8 00
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Rev. John F. Cummings, crushed stone, $26 39
William Simonds, corrugated culvert, 57 50
Mrs. A. Joy, hot top walk, 46 67
Fred W. Greenlaw & Co., heating tar
rock and sand, 604 00
Ralph E, Came, crushed stone, 10 33
Robert A. Parry, second hand Thew
shovel, 500 00
Dr. J. J. Morin, crushed stone, 76 40
School Dept., filling School St. yard, 1,000 00
Sidewalk Dept., men and equipment, 587 80
Surface Drain Dept., men and equip-
ment, 362 44
State Highways, men and equipment, 28,176 05
Fire Dept., gasoline, 39 82
Health Dept., men and equipment.
Clean Up Week, 229 24
Street Sprinkling Dept., men and
equipment, 901 25









Total credits, $64,787 23
Transferred from Sewerage Dept., 38 81
Transferred from State of N. H.
Account, 12,683 41
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MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
Paid Pay Roll returns of births and deaths, $88 00
Pay Roll returns of marriages, 25 25
Nancie F, Evans, auditing city books,
1928, 35 00
J. Stacy Tripp, auditing city books,
1928,
W. E. Cleaves, repairing town clock,
William Mann Co., 5 check books,
Harold E. Seegar, Inc., pencils,
F. W. Hackett, 400 drinking cups,
Ainslie's Drug Store, chamois,
Everett Tebbetts, material and labor
painting at E. Rochester opera house,
Edward H. Quimby, 6 rubber bands,
George J. Foster, ad for use of public
funds,
F. L. Kendall Co., insurance premium
E. R. opera house,
Rochester Germicide Co., 7 lbs. Hygi
Sani crystals,
Orient Spray Co., 30 gals. Orient
spray,
W. K. Kimball, Collector, 1929 taxes
bought by City,
L. H. McDuffee, typewriter desk and
chairs for Assessors' office,
Sanborn, McDuffee Co., steel document
files,
B. H. Home, auditing Tax Collector's
1928 account,
Edward Grossman, ex-service man's
refund of taxes,
L. C. Smith Typewriter Co., type-
writer for Assessors' office,




The Record Press, printing city re-
ports, $1,148 07
Hercules Stamp Mfg. Co., changing re-
ceipting stamp, 5 00
Hervey E. Turcotte, refund for auto
tax overpaid, 2 09
Hobbs & Warren, City Clerk's receipt
book to Treasurer, 12 67
Abbott McKay Corporation, blue
prints, 9 55
Rochester Germicide Co., 15 gals.
disinfectant, 5 gals, liquid soap, 36 75
J. M. Stevens, framing blue print, 11 00
Kimball & Allen, insurance premium
Linden St. building, 5 00
Sanborn & McDu.ff'^'^, plumbing repairs
at City Hall, 94 63
L. H. McDuffee, expenses to Boston to
purchase steam shovel, 3 61
Ellsv^orth Johnson, Philip Littlefield,
poll taxes refunded, 2 00
Arthur Leavitt, hanging blue print, 1 70
Henry W. Felker, land taken straight-
ening East Side Trunk Line, 100 00
The Thew Shovel Co., one nev^ gas
shovel complete, 7,965 75
Henry Greenfield, land taken straight-
ening East Side Trunk Line, 10 00
E. M. Hawkes, setting tablet in front
of City Hall, 3 00
C. A. Clement, repairing Library roof, 10 00
James Bowering & Sons, 71,415 lbs.
coal for Public Library, 471 70
C. A. Clement, painting sign for aerial
navigation, 60 00
Acme Stamp Co., repairing receipting
stamp, 6 35
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Charles C. Torr, land taken straighten-
ing East Side Trunk Line,
James Bowering & Sons, 10 tons soft
coal at Gonic Hall,
Sanborn & McDuffee Co., chairs for
band stand,
Burroughs Adding Machine Co., new
machine for Tax Collectors' office,
A. F. Bradley, 6 bags cement,
L. H. McDuffee, expense to Boston,
James Bowering & Sons, 10 tons soft
coal E. Rochester Hall,
Barton & Shulings, Newport, N. H.,
legal services,
Hurlburt & Hatfield, 5 cases paper
towels,
A. D. Jones, for labor on doors dam-
aged by fire truck,
F. E. Hussey, expenses to Clerks'
Meeting,
Kimball & Allen, workmen's compen-
sation premium,
M. F. Ellis & Co., floor brushes,
Arthur LaFontaine, ice for bubblers,
J. A. Morrill, ice for City Hall,
N. H. Assessors' Assn., dues,
Stevens' Studio, framing aviation cer-
tificate,
L. C. Smith Typewriter Co., over-
hauling machine,
Corson's Flower Shop, floral piece for
Eugene Luneau,
H. A. Manning Co., directories (6
copies)
,
Chamber of Commerce, reimbursement
for advertising City of Rochester,
vote of City Council, 500 00
$125 00
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Benner Awning Co., repairing awnings, $6 18
F. E. Small, insurance premium E.
Rochester Hall, 15 00
L. C. Smith Typewriter Co., 1 doz.
ribbons, 7 00
William Rogers, Atty., settlement Jos.
Michael suit, 2,500 00
George T. Hughes, services Jos.
Michael suit, 100 00
William S. Smith, setting glass Co-
checo Hose house, 1 75
Dr. E. M. Abbott, services for Adrien
Potvin family,
J. L. Fairbanks & Co., loose leaf ledger,
Cragg Bindery, 6 inventory books,
George P. Furbush, P. M., stamps,
stamped envelopes, and registered
letters,
Roberts Office Supply Co., stationery,
Edson C. Eastman, books and sta-
tionery, 57 40
William Mann Co., books and sta-
tionery,
Carl Larson, stationery,
F. P. Meader, stationery,
Barion Pen Co., 2 gross pens.
Burroughs Adding Machine Co., care
of machine,
Ralph P. Corson, keys and repairs,
Albert P. Covey, repairs,
Globe Store, lamps,
Dustbane Mfg. Co., sweeping com-
pound,
E. C. Foss Co., hardware,
Ayers & Jenkins Co., hardware,
Fifield Printing Co., printing,
Rochester Printing Co., printing,
25
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Courier Publishing Co., printing, $138 50
Record Press, printing, 106 75
George G. Welch, Register of Deeds,
recording and service, 62 68
Automotive Service Bureau, catalogue
leaves,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
F. E. Hussey, paid express, P. 0. box
rent, telegrams, etc.,
Strafford York Gas Co., light and heat,
Twin State Gas & Elec. Co., light,
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.,
F. E. Hussey, 3,023 permits for regis-
tration of automobiles, written, 755 75
18
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City Clerk's fees, $612 80
Miscellaneous, 10 04
Total credits, $17,654 09




Paid John F. Nute, expenses,
William H. Otis, carpenter work at
Central Station,
M. H. Dustin, steel ceiling, E. Roch-
ester fire station,
A. F. Bradley, wood for Torrent hose
house.
Highland St. Garage, 5 gals, gas
(No Nox), at E. Rochester,
Highway Dept., 213 gals, gas,
John V. Home, shoveling hydrants,
Freeman Corson, 15 gals, auto oil,
Fownes Mfg. Co., lumber for Central
station,
Diamond Match Co., lumber for Cen-
tral station,
M. H. Dustin, steel ceiling at Central
station,
Henry Hoey, extra labor at Gonic fire
station,
Charles H. Nute, shoveling hydrants
at E. Rochester,
Gonic Mfg. Co., oil vitriol and trucking,
Ralph Home, auto hire to forest fire,
Harry R. Foss, 105,900 lbs. soft coal
for Central station, 436 84
$4
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Arthur H. Blanchard, 17,921 lbs. soda,
George W. Blake, lumber and milling,
Sanborn & McDuffee Co., plumbing
and shades for Central station.
International Fire Equipment Co., 1
Kit fire extinguishers,
Harry R. Foss, 36,150 lbs. soft coal
for Gonic station,
George F. Wilson, battery and re-
pairs,
Boston Branch, soap powder,
Henry K. Barnes Co., 1 doz. firemens'
hats,
Fluff's Men Shop, repairing hats,
Rochester Lumber Co., lumber,
A. F. Bradley, 1 ton nut coal,
Sanborn & McDuffee Co., steam fitting
at Central station,
Ernest Rolfe, gas and labor E. Roch-
ester trucks,
Arthur H, Blanchard, 2 nozzles and
repairing suction hose,
James Bowering & Sons, 60 cu. ft. slabs
for Gonic station,
M. F. Ellis & Co., 2 floor brushes,
John F. Griffin, chauffeurs' licenses,
Gonic Mfg. Co., 192 lbs. oil vitriol,
American LaFrance Fire Eng. Co., 3
hose assembly nozzles,
Strafford York Gas Co., light,
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., light,
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.,
Lizzie Barber, laundry work,
Dubois Electric Co., electrical work
and fixtures,
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Chester Whitney, truck driver, $1,590 00
Samuel Locke, truck driver, 1,590 00
Edwin S. Emerson, truck driver, 1,590 00
Ralph Seavey, truck driver, 1,560 00
Wesley Page, substitute truck driver, 210 00
Wilbur E. Home, first assistant en-
gineer, 150 00
Peter McShane, second assistant en-
gineer, 150 00
Charles S. Clark, third assistant
engineer, 75 00
A. Roscoe Tuttle, fourth assistant
engineer, 75 00
Total expenditures, $19,224 29
Transferred to Salary Department, 852 14
$20,076 43
Credit
By appropriation, $20,000 00
Received from
:
Badger Farms Creamery, damage to
fire alarm box, 24 42
Louis Winstein, old junk, 12 28
State of N, H., forest fire rebate, 19 08
Beds, hose and acid sold, 20 65
Total credits, $20,076 43
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Paid William Ames, trucking, $5 00
Courier Publishing Co., publishing
notice regarding Christmas trees, 3 38
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Fred A. Couture, running slide re-
garding Christmas trees, $3 00
E. C. Eastman Co., revolver permit
book, 1 62
Record Press, receipt book, 3 75
William J. McGarry, lunches for
prisoners, 12 15
Thomas Labby, taxi service, 1 50
Charles G. Jenness, salary and ex-
penses as probation officer, 101 00
J. F. Grover, painting "no parking"
signs, 10 00
Charles W. Varney, liability auto in-
surance premium, 31 30
Shurldin Smith, trip to Manchester, 2 00
Wamblu Corporation, 1,000 ft. strip-
ping and 10 "slow" signs, 124 66
Rochester Printing Co., miscellaneous
printing, 14 00
George F. Wilson, recharging battery
and rental, 3 00
Johnson Foundry, eight parking
stands, 32 00
Eugene C. Foss, tap, drills and set
screws,
Ayers & Jenkins Co., paint, brush and
bolts, 1 93
Henderson Ames Co., police cap, 3 13
Hervey's Tire Shop, tires, tubes and
repairs, 55 15
J. B. Ingham, 15 stop signs, 135 00
Boston Badge Co., 12 nickel plated
badges, 18 07
M. Segel, field glass, 10 00
John F. Griffin, chauffeur's license, 2 00
Mrs. F. E. Hussey, lodging four
Nashua police, Fair Week, 25 GO
1 56
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Kimball & Allen, workmen's compensa-
tion premium, $150 31
Stephen Howard, taxi service, 3 00
Gordon Foss, taxi service, 2 00
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., 173 55
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., lamps, 10 30
Mitchell's Garage, auto repairs, 70 45
Potvin's Garage, auto repairs, 11 95
J. D. Blaisdell, auto repairs, 50
Albert P. Covey, repairs, 50
Ralph P. Corson, key, 25
Rochester Fair Week, special police, 243 25
Ray Loughlin, Fair Week, special
police, 40 00
Joseph Cooley, special police services, 179 50
Frank S. Grant, special police services, 106 00
Nelson S. Hatch, special police ser-
vices, 11 00
Vane Nickerson, special police services, 42 00
C. A. Doull, special police services, 22 75
Everett Chadbourne, special police ser-
vices, 21 00
Fred A. Hamilton, special police ser-
vices, 16 00
Fred O'Brien, special police services, 10 50
J. Wyman Hussey, special police ser-
vices, 10 50
Dalbert A. Quint, special police ser-
vices,
Horace Mills, special police services,
Elmer Watson, special police services,
Fred L. Seavey, special police ser-
vices,
Joseph Woodes, special police ser-
vices,




Carl Jacobs, special police services, $7 00
Frederick A. Hamilton, police at
Gonic, 100 00
Samuel D. Felker, 600 00
Isaac W. Rankin, city marshal, 1,630 77
Frank H. Boston, assistant marshal, 1,528 84
Eugene Luneau, night watch, 1,157 56
Onisephore Lacasse, night watch, 192 45
Joseph Cooley, night watch, 80 76


















William Wingate, $5 00
Albert L. Richards, 5 00
Charles W. Evans, 5 00
John F. Conrad, 5 00
A. G. Gehnas, 5 00
Eugene Beaudoin, 5 00
Vinton Preston, 5 00
Patrick Manion, 5 00
Annie Quinlan, 5 00




























Water Dept., clerk hire,
Total credits,
Transferred from Fire Dept.,














R. H. S. Alumni Association,
Music Week,
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Ayers & Jenkins Co., hardware,
Eugene C. Foss Co., hardware,
PhilHps' Garage, gear oil,
Albert P. Covey, repairs,
Rochester Lumber Co., lumber,
Fownes Mfg. Co., lumber,
William H. Champlin, lumber,
A. F. Bradley, 20 bags cement,
E. J. York, 1568 bags cement, less
credit, 1838 empty bags.
Pay Rolls for grade sidewalks.
Pay Rolls for construction,
Total expenditures, $6,316 32
$7
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Elliott Bros., cement walk,
A. D. Jones, cement walk,
Oliver N. Marble, cement walk,
Frank O. Ward, cement walk,
Wilbur Foss, cement walk,
Mrs. F. L. Kendall, cement walk,
Dr. C. S. Copeland, cement walk,
E. L. Tebbetts, cement walk,
Emma J. Brock, cement walk,
Lizzie Stewart Est., cement walk,
Albert Lefebvre, cement walk.
School Dept., cement walk, Allen School,
School Dept., cement wall. School St.
School,
Sewerage Dept., 22 bags cement,
Highway Dept., 25 bags cement.
Water Dept., 43 bags cement.
Surface Drain Dept., 102 bags cement,
Wilbur E. Home, 2 bags cement,
Elmer Martell, labor,
Total credits.
Transferred from School Dept.,
Transferred from Street Lights,
Transferred from Opera House,
$92
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WINNIPESAUKEE ROAD
Highway Dept., men and equip-
ment, $79 87
Total expenditures, $79 87
MAINTENANCE EAST SIDE TRUNK LINE
Barrett Co., 1020 gals. Tarvia
B, delivered and applied, $121 69
Boston & Maine R. R., freight
on Tarite, 129 15
John Littlefield, carpenter
work on guard rails, 10 50
Diamond Match Co., lumber for
guard rails, 31 28
John V, Home, cutting bushes, 64 80
Highway Dept., cutting and
burning bushes, 395 80
Highway Dept., men and
equipment, 343 68
Total expenditures, $1,096 90
MAINTENANCE CENTRAL ROAD
Barrett Co., 4643 gals. Tarvia
B, delivered and applied, $553 97
Highway Dept., men and
equipment, 767 38
Highway Dept., cutting and
burning bushes, 153 60
Total expenditures, $1,474 95
MAINTENANCE WINNIPESAUKEE ROAD
Barrett Co., 4644 gals. Tar-
via B, delivered and applied, $553 97
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Highway Dept., men and
equipment, $644 52
John V. Home, cutting bushes, 37 80
Total expenditures, $1,236 29
EAST SIDE TRUNK LINE
Reconstruction Between Rochester and North
Rochester
Paid James McAllister, 1131 cu.
yds. gravel at bank, $169 65
Boston & Maine R. R., freight
on stone, 509 59
Standard Oil Co., 203.42 tons
Mexican asphalt, 4,121 26
Highway Dept., men and
equipment, 25,846 40
H. R. Foss, 35,575 lbs. soft
coal,
J. A. Morrill, 41,860 lbs. soft
coal,
George H. Torr, 27 cds. pine
wood,
William P. Tebbetts, 10 cds.
pine wood.
Diamond Match Co., lumber,
Eugene C. Foss & Co., hard-
ware, 4 21
Water Dept., water for binding, 20 00
Charles McDuffee, labor, 3 60





Highway Dept., men and equipment
hauling pipe, $362 44
Total expenditures,
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Ayers & Jenkins Co., bolts,










R. W, Corson, calcium chloride, 7 50




F. E. Hussey, express on empty con-
tainers, $3 67
Highway Dept., men and equipment
collecting rubbish, 229 24
Harry Perkins, levelling rubbish at
dump, 150 00
Total expenditures, $523 69




By appropriation, $600 00
SHADE TREES, PARKS AND COMMONS DE-
PARTMENT
Paid J. M. Sanborn, work on trees,
E. Ross, spraying, and care of parks,
C. E. Goodwin, spraying, and care of
parks,
Ray Southard, work on trees,
Wesley Page, work on trees,
Peter McDonald, work on trees.
Pay Roll, work on trees,
J. B. Young, hauling brush,
William P. Ames, hauling brush,
William Ricker, hauling trees,
Raymond Andrews, mowing Common,
Conic Mfg. Co., care of Meader and
Union Parks,
Thomas T. Turmelle, care of Duval
Park,
I. Belmont Allen, care of Strafford
Square Park,
$19
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Mrs. T. W. Peavey, care of Richards'
Park, $10 00
Corson's Flower Shop, seed, material,
and work on lawns, 21 79
Highway Dept., man and horses 5 days
on sprayer, 40 00
Phillips' Garage, repairs on sprayer, 6 20
Ayers & Jenkins Co., arsenate of lead,
creosote and oil and hardware, 102 93
Eugene C. Foss Co., paint and hard-
ware, 8 95
Water Dept., paint, 9 15
Brackett & Shaw Co., hose, 10 00
Globe Store, lamps, 4 80
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., lamps, 1 10
A. G. Berry, sharpening lawn mower, 2 25
Geo. A. Mathews, cement forms for
settees on Common, 35 99
Kimball & Allen, workmen's compen-
sation premiums, 9 64
Total expenditures.
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WHITE PINE BLISTER RUST DEPARTMENT
Paid J. H. Foster, State Forester, $500 00
Credit
By appropriation, $500 00
DOG DEPREDATIONS DEPARTMENT
Paid Edson C. Eastman, 650 dog tags, $25 75
Edson C. Eastman, 700 leaf dog
license book, 33 00
A. J. Wilkinson Co., escutcheon pins
for fastening tags, 48
School Dept., balance of 1928, 1,161 18
Courier Publishing Co., pubhshing dog
notice, 10 00
Myron I. Jenness, 1 sheep killed and
damage,
Harriet Dunlap, chickens killed,
Clerk's Fees Dept., fees as per statutes.
Treasurer, School Dept. refund,







School Dept., refund for amount over-
paid 1917-1928 inclusive,
14
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SEWERAGE DEPARTMENT
Paid Sanborn & McDuffee Co., repairing
sewer pails, $37 00
F. W. Fifield & Co., application blanks, 5 25
Frances M. Mooney, land damage on
account Front Street sewer, 150 00
Pierce-Perry Co., 100 ft. 4-in. soil pipe, 40 45
Kimball & Allen, workmen's compen-
sation premium, 103 39
E. J. York, sewer pipe, 323 83
New England Brick Co., brick, 67 08
Johnson Foundry, castings, 70 00
A. F. Bradley, cement, 4 20
Sidewalk Dept., cement, 13 20
Water Dept., 6-in. water pipe, 14 88
Diamond Mafch Co., lumber, 72 61
Rochester Lumber Co., lumber, 5 63
Eugene C. Foss Co., hardware, 8 98
Albert P. Covey, material and labor, 52 32
J. H. Clow, labor, 1 95
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on soil
pipe, 2 67
George D. Dame, Supt., 203 84
Pay Rolls, for labor, 1,760 77
$2,937 50
Transferred to Salary Dept., 155 41
Transferred to Highway Dept., 38 81
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NOTES PAYABLE
Notes outstanding Jan. 1, 1929, $20,000 00
Notes issued 1929
:

















































Notes outstanding January 1, 1930:
No. 1097, $10,000 00
1098, 10,000 00
$20,000 00
Municipal Bonds outstanding January 1, 1930
:




Municipal Highway Bonds, outstanding January 1, 1930





Paid Twin State Gas & Electric Co., $14,183 69
Transferred to Sidewalks, 316 31
$14,500 00
Credit
By appropriation, $14,500 00
AMERICAN LEGION
Paid Conrad E. Snow, Adjt., $200 00
Credit
By appropriation, $200 00
EAST ROCHESTER PUBLIC LIBRARY AND
READING ROOM
Paid George A. Elliott, Treasurer, $200 00
Credit
By appropriation, $200 00
COUNTY OF STRAFFORD
Paid Frank R. Bliss, Treasurer, $27,783 89
Credit
By appropriation, $22,500 00
By appropriation, (additional), 5,283 89
$27,783 89
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Paid Henry E. Chamberlain, Treasurer,
State Tax, $26,582 40
Transferred to Highway Department, 12,683 41
$39,265 81
Credit
By appropriation, $5,000 00
Received from State:
Tax on interest and dividends, 232 63
Insurance tax, 136 50
Raih^oad tax, 4,957 92
Savings bank tax, 16,549 04
Tax on intangibles, 1929, 12,389 72
$39,265 81
FUEL FOR CITY HALL
Paid James Bowering & Sons, 205,895 lbs.
egg coal, $1,355 86
Total expenditures, $1,355 86
Transferred to Shade Trees, Parks
and Commons, 144 14
$1,500 00
Credit
By appropriation, $1,500 00
MUNICIPAL BONDS
Paid Rochester Trust Co., for sundry bond
holders, $14,000 00
Credit
By appropriation, $14,000 00
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INSURANCE ON CITY HALL
Paid Kimball & Allen,
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Credit
By appropriation, $10,000 00
Received from:
Annie Thomas Est., 134 35
Daniel Hall Est., 15 00
Clara P. Goodwin Est., account Geo. H.
Demeritt, 398 67
$10,548 02
Transferred from Health Dept., $76 31
Transferred from Opera House Dept., 60 43
Transferred from Insurance on City
Hall, 50 00
Transferred from Pickering Road Ap-
propriation, 848 73
Transferred from Sewerage Dept., 100 00
Deficit carried to 1930, 4,460 92
$16,144 41
PICKERING ROAD APPROPRIATION
Paid Highway Dept., men and equipment, $1,284 97
Transferred to Interest Account, 2,436 71
Transferred to Miscellaneous Dept., 1,923 42
Transferred to Surface Drains, 3,328 21
Transferred to City Poor and Soldiers' Aid, 826 69
$9,800 00
Credit
By appropriation, $9,800 00
ADDITIONAL INSURANCE ON SCHOOL HOUSES





By appropriation, $1,000 00
OVERLAY OF TAXES, 1928
Budget, $275,469 38





Balance from 1927, $3,646 96
Real Estate, 268,094 58
Bank stock, 1,535 25
Interest, 413 88
Poll Tax, 6,058 00
Additional, 205 69
Deficit to 1929, 4,639 83
$284,594 19
UNEXPENDED BALANCES, 1929
Street Lights Department, $316 31
Fire Department, 852 14
Sewerage Department, 294 22
Opera House Department, 72 24
State of New Hampshire Department, 12,683 41
Street Sprinkling Department, 1,795 32
Fuel for City Hall Department, 144 14
School Department, 400 19
Pickering Road Appropriation, 8,515 03
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Insurance on City Hall Department, $50 00
State Highway Department, 3,197 32
Health Department, 76 31
$28,396 63
OVERDRAFTS, 1929
Miscellaneous Department, $1,901 38
Police Department, 492 47
Salary Department, 1,007 55
Sidewalk Department, 718 60
Surface Drain Department, 3,328 21
Shade Trees, Parks and Commons Department, 153 85
Highway Department, 13,695 32
City Poor and Soldiers' Aid Department, 5,596 39
Interest Department, 5,963 78
$32,857 55
TRANSFERS
Fire Department to Salary,
Sewerage Department to Salary,
Sewerage Department to Highways,
Sewerage Department to City Poor and
Soldiers' Aid,
State of New Hampshire to Highways,
Street Sprinkling to Highways,
Street Sprinkling to Police,
Street Sprinkling to Interest,
State Highways to Interest,
Pickering Road to Interest,
Pickering Road to Miscellaneous,
Pickering Road to Surface Drains,
$852
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Pickering Road to City Poor and Soldiers'
Aid, $848 73
School Department to Sidewalk, 400 19
Street Lights Department to Sidewalk, 316 31
Opera House Department to Sidewalk, 2 10
Opera House Department to Shade Trees,
Parks and Commons, 9 71
Opera House Department to City Poor and
Soldiers' Aid, 60 43
Fuel for City Hall to Shade Trees, Parks
and Commons,
Health to City Poor and Soldiers' Aid,
Insurance on City Hall to City Poor and
Soldiers' Aid,
Dog Depredations to Schools,








Opera House, 1,526 26
Sidewalks, 6,316 32
State Highways, 35,734 88
Surface Drains, 5,939 73
Street Sprinkling, 1,744 68
Health, 523 69
Shade Trees, Parks and Commons, 871 60
White Pine Bhster Rust, 500 00
Sewerage, . 2,937 50
Interest, 6,190 40
Notes Payable, 160,000 00
Street Lights, 14,183 69
American Legion, 200 00
E. R. Public Library and Reading Room, 200 00
County Tax, 27,783 89
State Tax, 26,582 40
Fuel for City Hall, 1,355 86
Insurance on City Hall, 1,250 00
Public Library and Reading Room, 7,500 00
Municipal Bonds, 14,000 00
City Poor and Soldiers' Aid, 13,821 89
Schools, 110,946 24




Cash on hand, January 1, 1929, $729 76























Shade Trees, Parks and Commons De-
partment,
Interest on daily balances,
State of New Hampshire,
$569,696 26




Paid Treasurer, $569,495 65
Cash in hands of City Clerk, Dec. 31, 1929, 200 71
$569,696 36
This is to certify that I have examined the ac-
counts of the Clerk of the City of Rochester and I be-







Municipal Bonds, $42,000 00
Municipal Highway Bonds, 5,000 00
Notes Payable, 20,000 00
Owe on sundry accounts, 4,092 37
Accrued interest, 1,122 08
Checks out unpaid, 2,695 09
Amount due Water Works on account, 25,881 00
$100,790 54
Credit
Boston & Maine Stock, $880 00
Due on Tax Collector's list, 1929, 20,198 57
Due on Sundry Accounts, ' 2,997 18
Due from State on account State Highway, 3,198 74
Cash in hands of Tax Collector, 4,132 35
Cash in hands of Treasurer, 8,654 39
Cash in hands of Clerk, 200 71
$40,261 94
Net indebtedness, $60,528 60
Assets of Water Works
Sinking Fund, $43,070 49
Due from City, 24,643 89
Cash in hands of Clerk, 1,237 11
$68,951 49
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STATEMENT OF EUGENE C. HOWARD, TAX
COLLECTOR
At the Close of Business, December 31, 1929
Real estate commitment, $274,665 14
National bank stock, 1,527 00
Poll tax commitment, 7,012 00
Added list, 54 96
Interest collected, 188 66
$283,447 76
Credit
Paid Treasurer, $255,107 20
Discounts, 1,288 76
Abatements, 2,720 88
Cash on hand, 4,132 35
$263,249 19
Balance due January 1, 1930, $20,198 57
I hereby certify that I have examined the ac-
counts of E. C. Howard, Tax Collector, for the year
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STATEMENT OF W. K. KIMBALL, TAX
COLLECTOR
Of the City of Rochester, N. H., Covering Period from
December 31, 1928 to February 26, 1929
Balance of 1928 taxes, $21,785 96
Cash on hand January 1, 1929, 1,353 26
Added hst Real Estate, 13 39
Added list Poll Taxes, 22 00
Interest collected January 1, 1929 to
February 26, 1929, 291 56
$23,466 17
Credit
Collected and paid to City
Treasurer, $22,775 70
Abated by Assessors, 690 47
$23,466 17
I have examined the accounts of W. K. Kimball,
Tax Collector, for the period January 1, 1929 to Febru-
ary 26, 1929 inclusive, and find them as set forth in







Cole, Clarence S., over taxed,
Elliott, W. v., error.
Files, Roscoe, taxed twice,
Hull, Frank A., dead,
Rolfe, Ernest L., soldier,
Thayer, N. B. Shoe Co., abated.
White, John, over taxed,
Malo, Wilfred P., over taxed,
Morrison, Chas. L., over seventy,
Scahill, Pat., dead,
Shaw, Caroline, poor,
Burnham, Fred W., over taxed.
Berry, Geo. C, city poor,
Carl, Arthur W., over taxed,
Champlin, W. H., abated,
Crowney, John P., over taxed,
Emery, Justin A., over taxed,
Gagne, George, repairing road,
Gale, Eugene C, no sprinkling,
Linscott, Tyler & Wilson, abated,
McAllister, E. D., over taxed.
Rand, Leroy, over taxed,
Verrill, Leon Dr., error in taxing.
Click, James A., sick,
Jenkins, Alice V., over taxed,
Morrison, Arabelle, over seventy,
Peterson Counter Co., wrong assessment,
Rochester Realty Co., abated,
Wendell, Isabelle F., over seventy.
Heath, Lucinda, soldier's widow,
Blaisdell, Thomas, paid in Maine,
$13
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Gray, Pearl M., gone in Maine,
Johnson, Alma, unknown,
Lambert, Clara, city poor,
Littlefield, Ida A., dead,
Mayo, Blanch, county charge,
Mclntire, Earl D., taxed twice,
O'Hagan, Ellen, West Concord, N. H.,
Putnam, Harry, moved to Portsmouth,
Putnam, Grace, moved to Portsmouth,
Twombly, Fred, county farm,
Richardson, Carrie, Portland, Maine,
Berthiame, Almond, moved to Pittsfield, N. H.,
Breton, Clifford, Mass. 1 year,
Carr, Rex R., North Wakefield, N. H.,
Carr, Florence, North Wakefield, N. H.,
Larion, Willie, poor,
Marquis, Joseph, Canada,
Morrill, Ernest M., real estate,
Morrill, Florence, real estate,
Plourde, Anna, dead,
Potvin, Philip, Canada,
Provencher, Albert, real estate Somersworth,
Rowe, Edgar, Chelsea, Mass.,
Smith, Mary F., real estate Ward 3,
Tremblay, Guisippe, unknown,
Wallace, Fremont, over seventy,
Wallace, Mrs. Fremont, over seventy.
Young, Ivory L., city poor.
Young, Mrs. Ivory L., city poor,
Benner, Ethel, Center Barnstead,
Bilodeau, Josephine, Canada,
Fisher, Esther, city poor,
2
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Flynn, Elmer, Massachusetts, $2 00
Grondin, Edgar, Massachusetts,
Maxfield, Leo, sick,
O'Brien, Fred, twice Wards 4 and 6,
Pouhot, Thomas, real estate,
Sessler, Walter, city poor.
Baker, Mary, real estate. Ward 5,
Berry, Sarah E., soldier's widow,
Blaisdell, Alice, Derry, N. H.,
Connelly, John D., real estate. Ward 5,
Downes, Leroy, city poor,
Dolon, Walter M., Wakefield, N. H.,
Dolon, Marion E., Wakefield, N. H.,
Mason, Ella J., over seventy,
Perreault, Peter I., moved to Massachusetts,
Tarrant, Eliza, school teacher,
Towle, Etta, Connecticut, school teacher,
Varney, Elizabeth, city poor,
Burkee, Claude, taxed twice,
Cavanaugh, Clara E., moved,
Edney, Helen M., wrong assessment,
Elwell, Annie, sick,
Lewis, Mike, taxed twice,
Mason, Gertrude, Rhode Island,
Osterman, Ralph, soldier,
Seavey, Ida E., taxed Wards 2 and 6,
Swain, Charles, soldier,
Stevenson, Myron, paid in Sanbornville, N. H.




Approved December 29, 1928.
2
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ADDITIONAL ABATEMENTS LIST, 1928
Wallace, E. G. & E. Shoe, abated,
Gray, Frank M., sick,
Larochelle, Adolph, over taxed,
Dumond, Arthur, over taxed,
Emery, Justin A., over taxed,
Jenkins, Eva, no sprinkling,
Shepard, Mrs. John, over taxed,
Arlin, Norman W. Est., over taxed,
Langer Electrical Co., over taxed,
Colby, Gladys, moved,
Hartford, Amy, Milton, N. H.,
Smith, Oscar, poor.
Smith, Daisy A., poor,





Johnson, Clarence, New York over 1 year,




Root, Frank, Milton, N. H.
Vachon, Georgiana, poor.
Dame, Charles, gone.
Dame, Mrs. Charles, gone,
Houle, Gladys, poor,
Jenness, Clara, Somersworth, N. H.,
Thompson, George, Lynn, Mass.,
O'Brien, Ruby, poor,








Robins, Hazel E., Somersworth, N. H.,
Approved February 23, 1929.
$2
REPORT OF CITY TREASURER
statement of John L. Copp, Treasurer of the City of
Rochester, N. H., for the Year 1929
Receipts




City Clerk's fees, 605 00
Notes, 160,000 00
Sidewalks, 2,508 00
Opera House, 1,598 50
Highway, 31,897 76
Police, costs and fines, 1,078 59
Fire, 76 43
Schools, 6,346 43






Public Buildings, 1,549 00
Sanitary Sewerage, 2,937 50
Surface Sewerage, 5,939 73
Street Lights, 14,183 69
Water Works, 21,064 63
School Department, 111,032 27































I have examined the foregoing account, and be-
lieve this to be a true and correct statement.
J. STACY TRIPP,
Auditor.
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Feb. 25—Paid E. C. Eastman
Co., No. 1,
Mar. 12—Paid F. S. Grant, No. 2,
23—Paid A. J. Wilkinson
& Co., No. 3, 48
Apr. 19—Paid School Dept.,
No. 4, 1,161 18
May 23—Paid F. S. Grant,
No. 5, 4 00
June 22—Paid F. S. Grant,
No. 6, 2 00
29—Paid F. S. Grant,
No. 7, 15 50
29—Paid F. S. Grant,
No. 8, 54 00
July 5—Paid Courier Pub.
Co., No. 9, 10 00
12—Paid F. S. Grant,
No. 10, 42 50
$1,026
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July 15—Paid F. S. Grant,
No. 11,
18—Paid F. S. Grant,
No. 12,
Aug. 13—Paid Myron Jenness,
No. 13,
15—Paid F. S. Grant,
No. 14,
19—Paid F. S. Grant,
No. 15,
19—Paid F. S. Grant,
No. 16,
Sept. 10—Paid F. S. Grant,
No. 17,
23—Paid F. S. Grant,
No. 18,
Oct. 1—Paid F. S. Grant,
No. 19,
Nov. 22—Paid Harriett Dun-
lap, No. 20,
29—Paid F. S. Grant,
No. 21,
Dec. 2—Paid Clerk Fees
Dept., No. 22,
11—Paid F. S. Grant,
No. 23,









Donors: Seth Adams and Lewis Tebbetts.
Purpose: Income to be paid to poor widows, orphans
and maiden ladies.
Investment: Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1930 series.







Donor: Priscilla J. Abbott.
Purpose: Income to be expended in caring for and
beautifying family burial lot of donor, No. 130,
Rochester Cemetery.
Investment: Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1932 series.
Income, Rochester Trust Company.
Statement
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ESTES CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $200.
Donor: Elizabeth C. Estes.
Purpose : Perpetual care of donor's burial lot.
Investment: Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1932 series.




To paid Rochester Ceme-
tery Association for care,
etc., $75 00
Balance on hand, $45 00
MORRILL CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $100.
Donor: Lizzie A. Morrill.
Purpose: Income to be used for perpetual care of de-
ceased's lot in the cemetery on Cypress avenue,
No. 361.
Investment: Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1932 series.
Balance, Rochester Trust Company.
Statement
1929
Jan. 1 By collected coupons, city
bond, $4 00
To check Rochester Ceme-
tery Association for care, $4 00
MOORE CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $200.
Donor: John E. Moore.
Purpose: Income to be expended annually for the care
of donor's burial lot and the lot of James L. Allen
in Gonic cemetery ; the balance, if any, to be used
for the care of the graves of soldiers who served
in the War of the Rebellion, and are buried in said
cemetery.
Investment: Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1932 series.
1929
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Statement
To check paid Gonic Ceme-
tery Association for
care of lot, $8 00
By collected coupons on
city bonds, $8 00
BOOTHBY CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $100.
Donor: Edwin L. Shorey.
Purpose : Income to be used for perpetual care of Lot
No. 415, known as the Kate M. Boothby Lot on
The North Side of Cemetery on Avenues North,
Locust and Myrtle.
Received December 19, 1921, $100 00
Invested: Municipal Bond, 1931 series.
Collecter on Coupons, 1929, $4 00
Paid Rochester Cemetery Association, 1929, $4 00
WINGATE CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $200.
Donor : Lewis W. Tebbetts.
Purpose: Keeping in good repair and condition the
Wingate family burying ground, which is located
across the road from the Wingate homestead on
the Salmon Falls road in said Rochester.





To check in payment Roch-
ester Cemetery Associ-
ation, labor, etc., $8 00
By collected coupons on
city bonds, $8 00
OLD TOWN FARM CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $311.40.
(This fund is made up from moneys received
from sale of lots in the past, and principal as well
as income can be used.)




Jan. 1 Amount in bank, $274 44
By dividend on deposit
Rochester Trust Com-
pany, 11 96
Received from sale of lot, 35 00
$321 40
To paid Rochester Ceme-
tery Association for care
of cemetery, 10 00
Total on deposit, $311 40
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OLD CEMETERY CONSERVATION FUND PER-
PETUA
Amount: 1918, $6,627.73; 1919, $6,968.10; 1920,
$6,555.09; 1921, $6,724.25; 1922, $6,687.84; 1923,
$6,589.74; 1924, $6,566.68; 1925, $6,385.19; 1926,
$6,729.99; 1927, $6,775.13; 1928, $6,760.53; 1929,
$6,752.48.
Donors: Charles A. C. Hanson, et als.
Purpose: Care and maintenance of Old Cemetery at
large and specific lots designated by donors.
Investment (showing increase for year).
(1) Original Funds, $5,600 00
(City of Rochester, 1931 Municipal Bonds)
(2) New Bequests (see post list of contributors)
(Rochester Trust Co. Bk. No. 22705)
Apr. 5, 1920, Elijah E.
Roberts, $75 00
Sept. 15, 1920, Est. Geo.
W. Pendexter,








Mar. 12, 1926, Alonzo G.
Hayes,
June 7, 1926, Div. No. 73,
Dec. 6, 1926, Div. No. 74,
June 6, 1927, Div. No. 75,







(3) Emergency Fund General
(Rochester Trust Co., Savings Dept.)
By Prin., Jan. 1, 1929, $32 18
By dividend on deposit, 1 29
$33 42
(4) Emergency Fund, Special
(Rochester Trust Co., Savings Dept.)
By Prin., Jan. 1, 1929, $328 81
By div. on deposit, 1929, 13 22
By emergency Fund
special for one year, i. e.
1-8 income, 28 00
$370 03
To carried to checking
account to pay bills
chargeable as below, 73 00
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To paid Rochester Ceme-
tery Association for la-
bor and material on indi-
dividual lots and Ceme-
tery at large, $221 36
To paid Rochester Ceme-
tery Association for
emergency work and ma-
terial on the following
lots:
Noah Tebbetts, $5 00
Farrington & Mc-
Duffee, 10 00
Jos. & Dominicus Han-
son, 5 00
Richardson & Barnard, 5 00
Bsnj. & George Barker, 2 00
David Barker, 2 00
Chapman, 1 00
March, Caroline Baker,
Anna Baker, 1 00
Charles Dennett, 2 00
Ephraim Hammett, 2 00
Wilham Chase, 3 00
Enoch Whitehouse, 5 00
Nathaniel Upham, 3 00
Jos. Warren and George
Robinson, 3 00
Moses Hale, 5 00
David Hayes, 5 00
Enoch Hurd, 2 00
Elijah Roberts, 1 00
George Corson, 2 00
John Hayes and Mehit-
able Whitehouse, 3 00
Moses C. Doe, 2 00
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Osgood Jordan and Fes-
tus Crawford, $2 00
George Pendexter, 2 00
To check for deposit Emer-
gency Fund Special, for
1-8 income allowed for
year, 28 00
$322 36
ABBIE McDUFFEE CHASE FUND
Amount: $5,000.00.
Donor: Abbie McDuffee Chase.
Purpose: Income to be expended in the purchase of
books. These books to be kept in a separate alcove
in the library building to be known as the "John
McDuffee Annex," and said books to be labeled
"John McDuffee Annex."
Investment: Savings Department. Rochester Trust
Company, Book No. 31744.
Statement
1929
Dec. 6 Income from Savings Book
No. 31744 to Dec. 2, $287 40
Transferred to checking
account for purpose spec-
ified in said bequest, 237 40
Dec. 30 Paid John L. Copp, Treas.,
Rochester Public Library, 237 40
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AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
I have examined the accounts of the Trustees of
the Trust Funds of the City of Rochester for the year
1929 and find them correctly cast and properly vouched
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For the Year Ending December 31, 1929
PLUMBING ACCOUNT
Paid William Haley, fittings returned.
National Meter Co., meters,
National Meter Co., meter repairs,
Neptune Meter Co., meters,
Neptune Meter Co., meter repairs.
Union Water Meter Co., meter.
Union Water Meter Co., meter repairs,
A. P. Smith Mfg. Co., meters,
Hersey Meter Co., repairs,
Red Hed Mfg. Co., goose neck, stop and
waste cocks and fittings,
Pierce-Perry Co., pipe and fittings,
Boston Pipe & Fittings Co., fittings,
E. F. Hamhn Brass Co., fittings,
Geo. A. Caldwell Co., fittings,
Crane Co., fittings,
Mueller Co., fittings,
Builders' Iron Foundry, cast iron fit
tings,
A. P. Covey, fittings,
Eddy Valve Co., repairs,
Wyandotte Worsted Co., acetylene cut
ting,
F. W. Fifield & Co., water notices,
Newark Terminal & Trans. Co.,
Boston & Maine R. R.,





Boston Pipe & Fittings Co., 900 ft.,
2-in. galvanized pipe, $325 19
Eugene C. Foss Co., II/2 bbl. Valdura
paint,
Chase Handle Co., 24 Oak handles,
Addressograph Co., ribbons for mailing
machine,
Gonic Mfg. Co., sharpening drills,
M. F. Ellis & Co., 1 dozen lanterns and
V2 dozen globes,
Arthur R. Caverly, taxes in Strafford,
Johnson Foundry, 5 tampers,
River Plate Steel Co., 97 lbs. steel,
John U. Boody, taxes in Barrington,
Sanborn-McDuffee Co., oil tank,
Leonard W. Cronkhite, 600 lbs. chloride
of lime,
Arthur H. Blanchard, hydrant gate,
J. B. Callahan, sharpening steel,
N. E. Water Works Assn., dues,
Cocheco Woolen Mfg. Co., burlap,
William Mann Co., check book,
A. G. Boivin, 4 prs. rubber boots.
Tropical Paint Co., 10 gals, paint,
F. E. Hussey, expenses to Water Works
Convention,
J. L. Fairbanks, water register,
Kimball & Allen, workmen's compen-
sation premium, 208 23
Henry K. Barnes, repairing hydrant
gate, 6 25
Dover Water Works, 64 ft. 6-in. cast
iron pipe, 36 16
U. S. Industrial Sales Co., denatured al-
cohol, 37 96





George E. Greenfield, weighing scrap
iron,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.,
Twin State Gas & Elec. Co., lighting,
John F. Griffin, chauffeur's licenses,
L. H. McDuffee, expenses to Boston,
F. E. Hussey, for express, prepaid
freight, etc..
Salary Dept., clerk hire,
George D. Dame, Supt.,
Pay Rolls, for labor,
$
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RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES OF WATER
WORKS, 1929
Receipts
1928 water rates collected, $10,164 57
1929 water rates collected, 17,826 66
Previous water rates collected, 21 30
Plumbing bills collected, 6,456 83
Miscellaneous bills collected, 904 44
Cash on hand (uninvested) Jan. 1, 1929, 11,585 11
$46,958 91
Expenditures
Plumbing account, $5,090 06
Maintenance account, 13,495 50
Investment account, 850 00
Construction account, 1,642 35
Cash on hand (uninvested) Jan. 1, 1930, 25,881 00
$46,958 91
ASSETS OF WATER WORKS, JAN. 1, 1930
Sinking fund, $43,070 49
Due from City, 25,881 00
$68,951 49
I hereby certify that I have examined the accounts
of the Clerk of the Water Works for the year 1929, and





CLERK OF THE WATER BOARD
In Account with Rochester Water Works
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1929,
1928 water rates collected,
1929 water rates collected,





REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF
WATER WORKS
For the Year Ending December 31, 1929
To the Committee on Water Woi^ks:
Gentlemen:—The thirty-eighth report of this de-
partment is herewith submitted.
The source of supply during the year: Reservoir.
Water Main Extensions
Linden Street, 842 feet 6-inch cast iron pipe.
Fern Street, 82 feet 6-inch cast iron pipe.
Water Main Replacement
Lowell Street, 1-inch galvanized with 1-inch brass
25 feet.
Kilcoyne Court, 1-inch galvanized with 1-inch brass
25 feet.
Maple Street, Gonic, 1 1/2-inch galvanized with 2-
inch galvanized 842 feet.
Total feet of main, 6-inch pipe 924 feet.
Total feet of main, 2-inch pipe 842 feet.
Total feet of main, 1-inch pipe 50 feet.
Mill Service Installed
Wyandotte Worsted Mfg. Co., one 4-inch service
and 4-inch meter.
New Hydrant Installed
One on Fern Street, Corey, steamer type.
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Hydrants Changed
One on Hancock Street to Common.
One on Leonard Street.
One on Wakefield Street.
Hydrants Replaced
One Coffin on Hancock Street with Corey, steamer
type.
One Coffin at Post Office, with Corey, steamer type.
One Coffin on Fair Grounds, with Corey, steamer
type.
Number of hydrants installed to date, 212
South Lebanon, Maine, 6
Rochester, E. Rochester and Gonic, 206
Service Department
New services laid 1929, 15
Services to date, 2,013
Services relaid 1929, 69
Services thawed, 1
Service leaks repaired, 12
Main leaks repaired, 4
Hydrants repaired, 4
Services discontinued, 2
Total Feet Service Pipe Laid 1929
Brass, size li/o-inch, 66 feet
Brass, size 114-inch, 19 feet 3 inches
Brass, size 1-inch, 359 feet
Brass, size %-inch, 2,447 feet 4 inches
Galvanized, size 1-inch, 143 feet
Galvanized, size %-inch, 561 feet
Meter Department
New meters installed 1929, 28
Meters removed and reset, 139
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Meters owned by customers, 263
Meters owned by City, 1,343
Total meters installed, 1,597
The following table gives meter sizes and number
in use in City, December 31, 1929.
REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF
SEWERS
For the Year Ending December 31, 1929
To the Committee on Sewers:
Gentlemen:—The annual report of the sewer de-
partment is herewith submitted:
Number of permits given to do plumbing 1929, 91
Number of new connections to main sewer 1929, 18
Number of sewer connections to date, 1,614
Number of connections cleaned 1929, 34
Mains flushed April and October,
Main Extensions
Union Street, E. Rochester, 378 feet 6-inch pipe,
one manhole.





REPORT OF CITY MARSHAL
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester
:
Gentlemen:—I hereby submit the following re-
port for the year 1929:





3 Fined $25.00 and costs, 2
4 Fined $25.00 and costs, 1
5 Fined $200.00 and 4 mos., appealed, 1
Fined $100.00 and costs, 1
Fined $50.00 and costs, 1
Placed on file, 1
6 Fined $25.00 and costs, 5
7 Fined $10.00 and costs, 2
8 Held without bail, 1
Held in $300.00 bail, 1
90 days at house of correction, 1
9 Ordered to pay $8.00 per week to
Marshal, 1
Ordered to pay $100.00 and $5.00
per week, 1
Turned over to County Officers, 1
10 Fined $50.00 and costs, 1
11 Turned over to Dover Officers, 1
12 Fined $10.00 and costs, 1
13 Turned over to Town of Milton, 1
14 Held in $300.00 bonds, 1
15 Held in $500.00 bonds, 1
16 Fined $10.00 and costs, 1




In submitting this report I wish to extend my sin-
cere thanks to the Honorable Court and to City and
County Solicitors for their assistance and cooperation
in the discharge of my duties, also to the Officers for




REPORT OF CHIEF ENGINEER OF
FIRE DEPARTMENT
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
On rendering my report of the Fire Department
for the year ending December 31, 1929, I would state
that we have been very fortunate in not having many
serious fires, but we may not always be as fortunate,
therefore it stands us in hand to be prepared for what-
ever emergency may arise by having up-to-date equip-
ment.
There have been 16 bell alarms, 176 still alarms,
mostly chimney fires, 40 brush and forest fires in the
City proper; 6 bell alarms, 6 still alarms, 3 brush and
forest fires at East Rochester; 3 bell alarms, 11 still
alarms, 3 brush and forest fires at Gonic; making a
total of 264 alarms for the year.
Out of town calls: April 9 we assisted Lebanon,
Maine, in its fire, and December 31 call to New Dur-
ham.






Insurance on same, 682,320 00
Losses paid, 7,172 08
Value of contents, 707,286 00
Insurance on same, 639,286 00
Losses paid, 5,503 79
This year the City has finished the large room, un-
finished in the Central Fire Station which will be used
for banquets and meeting room.
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I will recommend that the City purchase another
pumping car with a booster pump on it. We can see
that a pump of this kind would be a great help in the
farming district.
The Reo truck should be painted this coming year.
I will recommend that the City purchase another
electric siren to be placed on Portland and South Mam
Streets.
In behalf of the Fire Department I will take this
opportunity to extend our sincere thanks to all those
who have been so kind and have given to the Depart-
ment to show that they appreciate its good work.
In behalf of the Board of Engineers I will take
this opportunity to extend our sincere thanks to all
the Officers and Members of the Fire Department for
the promptness in which they have discharged their
duties during the past year.
In conclusion I will take this method to thank the
Mayor and Fire Committee and Members of the City
Council for what they have done for the Fire Depart-
ment during the year just ended.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN F. NUTE,
Chief Engineer of the Fire Department.
ROCHESTER FIRE ALARM
Box No. Location
12 Central Square, corner Congress Street.
13 North Main and Bridge Streets.
14 River and Lafayette Streets.
15 Waldron Avenue and Chestnut Street.
16 Pine and Brattle Streets.
17 Maple and Highland Streets.
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21 Pine and North Main Streets.
23 Strafford Square.
24 High and North Main Streets.
25 High and Walnut Streets.
26 High School.
27 Pleasant and Wakefield Streets.
28 Glenwood Avenue and Wakefield Street.
31 Kimball and Summer Streets.
32 Signal and Summer Streets.
33 Portland Street and Douglas Court.
34 Leonard Street and Harrison Avenue.
35 Prospect and Portland Streets.
36 School and Winter Streets.
37 Foot of Silver Street.
38 King and Court Streets.
41 Woodman and Charles Streets.
42 Academy and Charles Streets.
43 May and Charles Streets.
44 Lowell and Charles Streets.
45 Hancock and Charles Streets.
47 Hancock and Upham Streets.
52 Portland and South Main Streets.
53 Winter and South Main Streets.
54 Linden and South Main Streets.




6 Brush Fire or Fire at a Distance.
22-22 Signal for No School.
Chief Engineer's Phone, 89; residence, 251-Y.
REPORT OF CITY SOLICITOR
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester:
At the beginning of the year 1929 there was pend-
ing one action against the City, that being brought by
Joseph Michael to recover for injuries received while
travelling over the State Highway from Rochester to
Concord, by passing over a defective culvert. This
action has been settled by agreement of the parties.
The business of the several departments of the
City Government have been efficiently handled. No
legal entanglements have been encountered which
could not be disposed of in a businesslike manner.
Much money has thereby been saved and the public
good will has been retained.
There are no actions now pending before our




REPORT OF BOARD OF HEALTH
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester:
We herewith submit our report for the year ended
Dec. 31, 1929.
Number of contagious or infectious diseases
reported, 83




Number of deaths from all causes excluding
stillbirths, 180
Number of stillbirths, 14
Number of deaths from tuberculosis, 7
Number of deaths from cancer, 14
Number of rooms fumigated, 84
Number of dead animals taken care of, 17
Respectfully submitted,
D. L. STOKES, M. D.,
FORREST L. KEAY, M. D.,
CHARLES E. GOODWIN,
Board of Health.
REPORT OF OVERSEER OF POOR
To the Ho7iorable Mayor and Citu Council of the City
of Rochester:
During the year ending Dec. 31, 1929, the City of
Rochester furnished assistance to the persons listed
below, in the amounts set against their respective
names.
Mrs. Frank Dodge, $179 73
Adolph Messier, 163 00
Joseph Dubois, 400 00
James B. Estes, 141 88
Wilbur S. Kurd, 564 61
Mrs. Walter Lambert, 946 21
Mrs. David Morin, 586 33
Mrs. Louis Labrie, 168 00
Leda Belanger, 144 00
Nellie Short, 120 00
Nettie Bickford, 717 50
Grace Hall, 168 00
Charles Nealand, 315 50
Robert Emmond, 242 63
Charles Douglas, 13 50
Samuel Clark, 258 83
Leo Maxfield, 273 73
Leroy Downs, 699 82
Albert Twombly, 10 00
Ernest Leblond, 330 51
John R. Williamson, 136 00
Lizzie Robinson, 140 00
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Mattie Lyle, $154 50
Perley Howard, 164 90
George Robinson, 36 25
Isaac Pearl, 256 00
Anthony Barry, 54 53
Mrs. C. I. Tarbox, 240 00
Elizabeth Forgues, 23 00
S. T. Smith, 192 00
Peter Burbank, 22 46
Johnny Poulin, 120 00
John Nealand, 34 72
Mrs. Henry Kimball, 483 00
Austin Hall, I77 qo
Beatrice Sylvain, 180 00
Ernest Couture, 360 00
John Hanson, I44 OO
Fred Robbins, 192 00
Lizzie Hartford, I44 oO
Percy Moore, 120 00
Fred W. Burnham, 108 00
Wm. Trueworthy, 70 35
Roxy Hurd, 19 oO
Daniel Hall, 79 87
Adrian Potvin, 57 67
Neal C. Littlefield, 123 00
Louise R. Wesley, 188 08
Michael Driscoll, 98 00
Samuel Gray, 125 00
Isaac Park, 120 00
Orrin Scruton, 120 00
George Demeritt, 120 00
Dora Tufts, 120 00
Thomas W. Tuttle, 57 00
Albert Howard, 55 00
Carleton C. Young, 28 00
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Thomas Cullen, $10 85
Medicine furnished to city poor, 68 50
Total amount expended for city poor, $11,386 46
Received cash from Daniel Hall, $15 00
Received cash from Geo. Demeritt, 398 67
Received cash from Annie Thomas
Est., 134 35
$548 02
Net amount expended for city poor, $10,838 44
Soldiers' Aid furnished, 1,730 20
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RECEIPTS FOR AUTO PERMITS
From January 1, 1929 to January 1, 1930
Make of Machine No. of Permits Issued Anit. Rec.
American La France, 3
Auburn, 11 $79 56
Buick, 161 1,206 33
Case, 1 5 81
Cadillac, 11 180 21
Chandler, 14 104 47
Chevrolet, 510 2,328 18
Chrysler, 60 374 39
Cleveland, 5 27 83
Columbia, 5 8 91
Concord, 9 185 32
DeSoto, 5 34 21
Dodge, 98 407 38
Durant, 8 32 04
Elcar, 2 8 38
Erskine, 3 24 34
Essex, 197 906 84
Federal Knight, 1 5 98
Flint, 2 3 99
Ford, 937 2,037 57
Franklin, 14 179 92
Gardner, 7 22 54
G. M. C, 3 28 45
Graham, 8 73 08
Graham Paige, 18 202 52
Gray, 2 2 32
Hudson, 53 319 ^86
Hupmobile, 29 353 11
Indiana, 1 13 40
International, 7 140 87
Jackson, 1 5 66
Jewett, 17 49 53
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Jordan,
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MOTOR CYCLES
Make of Machine No. of Permits Issued Amt. Rec.
Cleveland, 1 $3 47
Harley-Davidson, 7 19 23
Henderson, 2 2 18
Indian, 1 3 37
11 $28 25





At a meeting of the trustees of the Rochester
Public Library, December 30, 1929, it was voted that
the report of the secretary, librarian and treasurer
be presented to the city council as the annual report of
the trustees for the year, 1929.
ROCHESTER PUBLIC LIBRARY
TRUSTEES
Louis H. McDuffee, ex-officio
Fred P. Header, Term expires 1929
Sidney B. Hayes,
REPORT OF LIBRARY TRUSTEES
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen :—The Board of Trustees of the Roch-
ester Public Library respectfully submit to you the
thirty-sixth annual report of the trustees, together
with the reports of the librarian and treasurer for the
year 1929.
During the year the congested condition of the
library has been somewhat relieved by the construction
of two stacks in the basement; however this relief is
only temporary. Books and bindings deteriorate rapid-
ly in such housing. Again the trtustees urge the coun-
cil to provide for an addition to the present building.
In this way only can the many valuable books, pam-
phlets and periodicals be permanently saved and be
made accessible to library patrons.
The expenditure of the appropriation made by the
city council, and the revenues from the trust funds can
be found in detail in the librarian's report. It will be
seen that the moneys have been expended with care and
good judgment.
Through the aid of the Manual Training depart-
ment of the High School the reference room has been
made more attractive and useful by the addition of a
number of book shelves.
The trustees recognize that the usefulness of the
library is primarily due to the ability and conscientious
service of the Librarian and her associates.
For the Trustees,
JOSEPH F. SWEET,
December 31, 1929. Secretary.
REPORT OF LIBRARIAN
To the Board of Trustees of the Rochester Public
Library
:
Gentlemen :—By means of the monthly reports
submitted to you and the weekly library notes re-
quested by the local papers you have been able to keep
in close touch with the outstanding events of the
library year. It is necessary however at the end of
each year to sum up all important data for the purpose
of comparison and future reference, I therefore pre-
sent to you a report of the year 1929.
That the library means more to the people than a
place to obtain the latest and most popular book has
been demonstrated by the fact that, 74,224 books have
been given out and only 477 new books added. The
outlay in money was $687.69. 119 of the number pur-
chased cost less than $1.00, the balance, even with the
liberal discounts allowed by the dealers, deducted, have
cost from $1.40 to $12.56 per volume.
Of the books purchased, three were paid for from
the interest of the Abbie McDuffee Chase fund and
thirty-nine from the interest of the Jennie Farrington
fund.
Library friends have been generous and 223 books
have been added by their gifts ; 64 volumes have been
added by binding magazines and one volume which was
reported lost in a previous report has been restored.
This makes the total additions 785. Books wear out
in spite of constant care and 136 have been discarded
because past use; 11 have been lost or destroyed by
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patrons making a loss of 147 and the gain for the year
618. The library contains, after deducting all losses,
27,887 accessioned volumes.
It has been said that, "the distribution of books is
even more important than creating them." That, "the
wise distribution of books knits not only nations and
states but individual communities together." "Print
brings international spirit but distribution unity."
Of the 74,224 books given out 18,990 were given
out from the Children's Room; 1,454 from the East
Rochester Agency, and 787 from Gonic. The total cir-
culation shows the small increase of 77 over last year.
The Children's Room has suffered many changes
in the attendant in charge but the circulation shows an
increase of 616 over last year and 4,058 readers have
been counted in the room. The story hour was the
special feature during the winter as was the Vacation
Reading Contest for the summer. In this contest 12
young people won diplomas by reading six or more
specially selected books. Children's Book Week in No-
vember was observed merely by exhibition of books,
posters recommending good reading and interesting
curios. More books have been purchased for the chil-
dren than for several years. The books in this room
are in a deplorable condition. Several hundred dollars
could be spent to good advantage in this department
replacing books too badly worn to be usable or
readable.
It is to be regretted that the Gonic Agency has
been closed, even temporarily. So many of their adult
readers take books at the main library and so many of
the young readers made it difficult for the librarian
in charge that it seemed advisable.
The East Rochester Agency has continued as usual
with the necessary reports and exchanges of books.
Mrs. Nora Elliott who has charge of this agency is
most methodical and painstaking.
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Miss Allen of Walnut Grove continues to look
after the readers and students of her district although
book exchanges have been discontinued. The library
has gladly co-operated with her. A few books, too
badly worn for constant use, are kept there perma-
nently.
The library has provided the outside reading re-
quired by the school pupils from the seventh grade to
the senior class at High School and to some extent for
the college students; has provided material for the
debating teams and a room in which they could study
without interruption. The two-session plan at High
school leaves less time for reference work but the after
school hours are usually rather hectic for the entire
staff.
Adults, many of them men, have used the rooms
much more. The two or three newspapers provided or
donated are in constant use. 13,498 readers and stu-
dents have been counted. An increase of 259 over last
year.
The work of the year has been made difficult by
several changes in the library staff. To have an
assistant resign after six or more months of training
is discouraging, to have one resign after five years of
active service is a disaster.
The constant use of books wears them out and
entails hours of repairing each week. Often a book
which comes back from the bindery with the report
"too bad to bind" has been given a longer life by insert-
ing typewritten pages and giving it a temporary
binding. You will find many old books tied with red
tape. This is not a decoration but signifies that a book
too badly worn to be mended may still circulate a few
times.
It is something of a problem to select books for the
library today. So many books are needed and there is
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so little money. To steer the selection of the books
which can be purchased through the strange flare in
literature, temporary though it may be, and offend
neither the wise nor the foolish and yet provide some-
thing beside the food for babes for the intelligent
reader demands a continual study of book reviews.
A new registration of library patrons added to the
confusion of the early part of the year. The public
have been most kind and very patient at the delay
caused by signing a new registration blank and receiv-
ing a new library card. 2,305 new cards have been
given out.
Someone has said that one of the great factors to
improvement, individual, social or institutional, is
creative discontent. Discontent with things as they
are and the impulse to make them what they ought to
be. All who are interested in carrying on the work of
the library are overwhelmed with discontent because
of the things which it needs. It needs more room to
take care of the library interests of the people. It
needs more shelving to take care of the books. It needs
more money for books.
It is an unwritten law that a library should have
an income of at least $1.00 per capita. Is not each
citizen of Rochester entitled to his dollar in the library
budget? Think of the unending circles which would
be set in motion if each of these dollars were dropped
into the never ceasing flow of supply and demand.
In spite of the discouraging problems there have
been many pleasant things during the year. The in-
terest manifested by the people ; the kind things said
and done; the notes of appreciation for services ren-
dered ; the gifts to the library ; the flowers to brighten
the rooms ; the interesting visitors ; the fact that with
a circulation of over 74,000 not one book was un-
accounted for in the inventory of May and that only
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one issue of the several thousand unbound magazines
handled was lost have encouraged the library staff.
It is a pleasure to speak of the valuable assistance
given by the two young ladies who for ten years have
faithfully co-operated in the work of the library. I
would suggest at this time that with your permission
the title of assistant-librarian be given to Miss Foss
and Miss Baril in appreciation of over ten years of
faithful service.
I wish to express my sincere appreciation to all
who have helped to carry on the work of the year, to
the trustees for their kindness and encouragement and





Rochester, N. H., December 31, 1929.
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STATISTICS FOR 1929
Population of Rochester according to the
census of 1920, 9,037
Terms of use. Free to residents.
Number registering for a new library card
in the new registration begun January
1, 1929, 2,305
Number of accessioned volumes in the li-
brary January 1, 1929, 27,269
Number of books purchased from the gen-
eral fund, 435
Number of books purchased from the Jennie
Farrington fund, 39
Number of books purchased from the Abbie
McDuffee Chase fund, 3
Number of volumes added by binding
magazines, 64
Number of volumes reported lost and re-
stored, 1
Total number of volumes donated, 223
Total number of volumes added, 765
Number of volumes worn out and discarded, 136
Number of volumes lost or destroyed by
patrons, 11
Total loss, 147
Net gain for the year, 618
Number of accessioned volumes in the
library December 30, 1929, 27,887
Number of days open for circulation, 296
Number of books given out, 74,224
Increase over last year, 77
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Average daily circulation, 254
Largest number of books given out in one
day, 686
Smallest number, 104
Number of volumes given out from chil-
dren's room, 18,990
Increase over last year, 616
Largest number any one day, 157
Number of volumes given out to teachers
for school work, 688
Number of pamphlets, unbound magazines
and pictures circulated, 4,644
Number of standard fiction circulated, 1,468
Number of books and magazines charged
for use in rooms, 1,455
Number of volumes sent to agencies, 1,624
Number of volumes sent to Gonic Agency, 800
(Gonic Agency closed October 1st.)
Number of days open for circulation, 73
Number of books given out, 787
Nevv^ registrations, 20
Number of books sent to East Rochester, 824
Number of days open to the public, 98
Number of books given out, 1,454
Registrations for the year, .24
Number of readers and students counted, 18,498
Increase over last year, 259
Largest number in any one day, 97
Smallest number, 13
Number counted in children's room, 4,058
Largest number in one day, 52
Smallest number, 4
Number of periodicals subscribed for, 62
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Number of periodicals donated, 24
Number of books classified, catalogued and
accessioned, 765
Number of volumes of magazines bound, 64
Number of volumes repaired at library, 8,755
Number of volumes rebound, 628
Number of pamphlets and periodicals filed, 871
Number of pictures mounted and arranged, 1,063
Number of volumes transferred to base-
ment, 3,467
Number of volumes unaccounted for in in-
ventory of 1929, None






CIRCULATION, 1927 TO 1929
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Buffum, Mrs. N. J., 19
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1
Cook, Walter, 12
Cook, William W., 2
Corson, Bradley, 12
Dennison Manufacturing Company, 2
Estate of Abbie Dennett, 20
Furber, Annie, 4
Home, John B., 1
Library of Congress, 1
Lucey, Joan, 3
MacRae, Hilda, 4
Mary Torr Chapter, D. A. R., 17
New Hampshire, State of, 11
Pearson, Alfred, 1
Rochester, City of, 28
Salmon, Rev. E. M., 1
Simmons, E. H. H., 1
Steadman, Edwin, 4
Torr, Bernice Goodale, 8
United Fruit Company, 1
Young, Rev. Edwin B., 1
Pamphlets
Association Against the Prohibition Amend-
ment, 4
Baril, Fehce, 58
Barrington, Town of, 1




Fall River, Mass., 1
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Library of Congress, 1
Manchester, 1
New Hampshire State Library, 1
Somerville, Mass., 1
New Hampshire, Publice Service Commission, 1
New Hampshire, Publicity Bureau, 17
New Hampshire, State of, 8
Page, Arthur W., 1
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company, 1
Rhode Island Hospital, 1
Rochester Chamber of Commerce, 34
Rochester, City of, 4
Rockefeller Foundation, 1








LaSalle Extension University, 1
Laconia State School, 1
McCormick Medical College, 1
New Hampshire State Normal School, 1
Northeastern University, 2
Rochester High School, 6
Southwestern College, 2
University of New Hampshire, 27
Soule, Mildred, 23
Strafford County, 1
Woman's Christian Temperance Union, 7
Periodicals
Advent Christian Church W^orld' Crisis Subscription
Baril, Harold Express Messenger Current Issues




Order of Elks, Roches-
ter Lodge, No. 1393
Cummins, Rev. J. F.
Evans, Alfred W.
Knights of Columbus






















Rochester Woman's Club New York Times
Snow, Capt. Conrad
Steadman, Mrs. J. C.






































































Facsimile reproduction of the clos-
ing pages of the Peace Pact
Flowers












Natural Resources Intelligent Service, Dominion of
Canada 1








Mary Torr Chapter, D.

















FINANCIAL REPORT FOR 1929
Amount of money on hand January 1, 1929, $16 20
Received from Rochester Woman's Club, 12 00
Received from fines and other sources, 380 62
Total receipts,
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PUBLIC LIBRARY RECEIPTS
Receipts
Balance on hand January 1, 1929, $ 78 20
Appropriation from City, 7,500 00
Received from librarian, fines and other
sources, 390 00
Received interest on Jennie Farrington
fund, 40 60
Received from the interest of the Abbie
McDuffee Chase fund, 35 06
Received return premium on insurance of
books at Gonic, 1 00
Total receipts, $8,044 86
Expenditures
Books from the general fund.
Books from the Jennie Farrington fund,













Expenses of Gonic Agency to October first, $47 50
Salaries, 5,432 62
Balance on hand, 48 11
$8,044 86
I have examined the receipts and expenditures
of the financial reports of the Librarian, Lillian E.
Parshley, and the Treasurer, John L. Copp. I find them
correctly cast and properly vouched.
JOSEPH F. SWEET,
Secretary of the Board of Trustees.
Rochester, N. H., December 30, 1929.
Annual Report
OF THE
School Board of City of Rochester
New Hampshire
For the Year Ending December 31,1 929
At a meeting of the School Board of Rochester,
January 9, 1930, the annual report of the Superin-
tendent of Schools was accepted and ordered printed
as the report of the School Board to the City Council
and to the citizens of the city.
WILLIAM H. BUKER,
Secretary.
Rochester, N. H., January 10, 1930.
School Board, City of Rochester
As Organized for 1929
CHAIRMAN
HON. LOUIS H. McDUFFEE
Ward One \ Lawrence E. Haley
; Willis S. Blaisdell
Ward Tivo } J^mes 0. Watson
Miles H. Dustin
Ward Three \ ^arry N. Lenfest
) Myron I. Jenness
Ward Four \ ^^^^^^ J- Desjardins
j
Frederic E. Small
Ward Five \ ^^STIN A. Emery
I
Chas. W. Wentworth






Teachers and Salaries—Dow, Jenness, Tripp, Small,
Haley.
Textbooks and Supplies—Blaisdell, Lenfest, Went-
worth.




School Board, City of Rochester
As Organized for 1930
CHAIRMAN
HON. LOUIS H. McDUFFEE
Ward One J Harry G. Bickford
Lawrence E. Haley
Ward Two J Miles H. Dustin
( Edwin B. Trask
Ward Three ,. , } Myron I. Jenness
( Harry N. Lenfest
Ward Four J Frederic E. Small
( Albert J. Desjardins
Ward Five 3 Chas. W. Wentworth
Fred F. Seavey





Teachers and Salaries—Dow, Jenness, Tripp, Small,
Haley.
Textbooks and Supplies—Lenfest, Wentworth, Trask.




SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS AND SECRE-
TARY OF THE BOARD
William H. Buker
Office at High School Building. Office hours : 4.00
to 5.00 P. M., on school days; 8.30 to 12.00 A. M. on
Saturdays. Residence, 10 Granite Street.
SECRETARY TO THE SUPERINTENDENT OF
SCHOOLS
Myrtle L. Cheney





To the Members of the School Board:
I wish to present to you and to the citizens of
Rochester the annual report concerning the public
schools of this city. This report is the thirty-eighth in
the series and the seventh that I have prepared.
Schools are continually changing in curricula,
methods, and management. If this were not so the
educational system of a community would soon lose the
support and confidence of the people. In Rochester
changes are being made. The curricula is now being
revised by the State Board of Education. During the
year several textbooks have been introduced, bringing
into use more scientific material.
One of the most important problems that con-
fronts the high schools is the increased scholastic de-
mands that the post-secondary institutions are making.
Many colleges and other post-secondary institutions do
not admit students who are not in the upper half of
their class or who have not secured an average rank of
85% for four years.
The high schools will constantly face teaching ad-
justments to meet these requirements that come into
life with what we call progress. The high school
curricula, however, must not lose sight of the large
per cent, of pupils who complete their training at the
end of the high school course.
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At the Rochester High School the Commercial,
Domestic and Mechanic Arts courses are suitable for
those who wish to enter the business field immediately
after high school graduation.




Lewis E. Holden John R. Monroe
Elden G. Barbour Eugene Maxam
Marion A. Earle Beatrice Ham
Guy O. Edmunds Harold Hanson
Margaret Jenness Carolyn H. Ricker
Rodger M. Tolman Harry R. Grierson




Alice M. Ludden Arline Bessey
Melissa H. Jacobs Isabelle M. Varney
Nellie A, Keach Violet M. Davis
Edith M. Forsyth Ethelyn Kelley
Several of the resignations were due to the pro-
fessional opportunities offered these teachers in other
states. Miss Ludden has temporarily entered the busi-
ness profession in this city, Miss Forsyth and Miss
Jacobs were married, Mr. Webb was elected Physical
Director at Keene Normal School, and Mr. Edmunds
accepted the submastership at Dover High School.
The teachers who left the state are receiving a
much higher salary. Should not Rochester find some
way to pay more salary to the superior teacher? Your
superintendent recommends that the 1930 School
Board consider ways and means of keeping the super-
ior teacher in Rochester.
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The State Department of Education gave the fol-
Qg report (1928-1929) concerning Rochester Highlowin
School
Total enrollment,
Per cent, of boys,
Per cent, left school,
Per cent, failed in one course.
Per cent, failed in more than one
course,
Per cent, of attendance,
No. of tardinesses per pupil.
Per cent, of recent graduates not
previously included, entering
an educational institution,
No. of pupils per teacher,
Per cent, of graduates to class at
entrance Grade IX,
No. of graduates in 1929,
No. half days attendance,
It is gratifying to know that the per cent, of at-
tendance and the small number of tardinesses were less
than the average for the state.
The report further stated that Rochester had a
larger per cent, of eighth grade graduates entering
high school than the average high school of the state.
Rochester was given honorable mention for offer-
ing instruction in supplementary material connected
with the basal courses.
The leadership at the high school is efficiently
managed by Headmaster Fraser. Under his direction
are fifteen teachers who have excellent training for
their work.
The grades our high school graduates are receiv-
ing at the colleges and post-secondary schools have in
most cases been above the average for the marks given
Av
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in these schools. This goes to show that the instruc-
tion received by the Rochester pupils is of an excellent
quality.
Excellent reports have been received from Dart-
mouth, Middlebury, Simmons, and the University of
New Hampshire pertaining to the scholastic work of
several of our graduates.
The following teachers attended a 1929 summer
school
:
Elden G. Barbour, Bates College.
Dorothy F. Blaisdell, Bates College.
Mabelle C. Coleman, University of New Hamp-
shire.
Lenora Edgecomb, Keene Normal School.
Laura S. Elms, Keene Normal School.
Helen E. Foss, University of New Hampshire.
Elwood S. Eraser, Bates College.
Bernice E. Frye, Keene Normal School.
Beatrice Ham, Bates College.
Ellen L. Hart, University of New Hampshire.
Bernice M. Jordan, Harvard University.
Ethelyn Kelley, Keene Normal School.
Charlotte Leighton, University of New Hamp-
shire.
Grace McD. Header, University of New Hamp-
shire.
Edith F. Mitchell, University of New Hampshire.
Carolyn H. Ricker, Ecole de Montcel, France.
ROCHESTER NEEDS A GYMNASIUM
For the past decade the headmasters and superin-
tendents have in their annual reports, advocated the
need of a gymnasium. For five successive years the
school board has unanimously voted for such a
building.
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Following are the major reasons for a gym-
nasium :
1. It has conclusively been proven that a school
system cannot meet the educational demands of this
day without emphasizing the physical development of
the child. (Rochester is the only city in the state that
does not provide a building for this training)
.
2. This building would serve for auditorium
purposes as well as for physical training, thereby
allowing the present auditorium in the high school to
be used for a large study room, or class rooms.
3. The junior high school boys and girls of the
city would also have physical training. The Gonic and
East Rochester pupils could be transported to the gym-
nasium for physical instruction.
4. A gymnasium would raise the moral condi-
tion of this city. The surplus energy that is a part of
a boy's life would be directed along moral channels.
5. The financial condition of the city is such that
it will not be any burden upon the taxpayers.
TEXTBOOKS
It is continually necessary to change textbooks in
order to meet the changing educational conditions.
We have, during the past year, introduced in the ele-
mentary schools new English books, Health books, and
Reading book for Grade I. In the high school new
Chemistry and Latin Books for Grade X were intro-
duced. Several supplementary books in History and
Domestic Arts have been added.
The coming year it will be necessary to change the
History books in Grades VII and VIII, and secure new
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reading material for Grades I-IIL At the high school
a change in Latin books for Grades IX and XI are
needed.
ROCHESTER SCHOOL COSTS
We are told by some people that the Rochester
schools cost too much. Is this true?
It is stated, and I believe it is true, that on the
average every time New Hampshire spends a dollar
for schools the people of the state spend $5.55 for
passenger automobiles and $2.44 for a few of our
luxuries. Rochester probably spends about the same
for such items. Does this indicate that Rochester is
placing education on too high a scale of values?
The people of New Hampshire own property
valued at about $1,600,000,000. We have over $210,-
000,000 deposited in savings accounts and a total in-
come of $350,000,000. And we spend less than $8,000,-
000 for public schools of all types. The income of the
citizens of Rochester must be as high as the average
citizens of the state.
The writer is thoroughly convinced that the great
majority of citizens of Rochester want good schools.
They want every child in Rochester to have an equal
chance with other children of the state. Good schools
and good homes for every child are inseparable.
HIGH SCHOOL FUNCTIONS ADOPTED BY
SCHOOL BOARD
The School Board approved the following high
school functions
:
1. Four class socials for the year.
2. Student Activity Association to have one
operetta or entertainment during the year.
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3. Red and White paper to have four regular
issues.
4. Sermon at Commencement in the Opera
House.
5. Class Day in the afternoon at the Opera
House.
6. Graduation on Thursday evening in the Opera
House.
7. High School reception on Friday evening at
the Opera House.
8. Junior Prom early in May.
9. Senior banquet to be left with the class.




It is gratifying to know that the health instruction
offered in the schools is actually improving the health
of the pupils. The parents, teachers, school nurse, and
pupils are removing many of the physical defects that
hinder the mental and physical development of the boys
and girls in our schools. Several clinics have been held
under the direction of Dr. Kerr, Secretary to the Anti-
Tuberculosis Association of New Hampshire. Suspic-
ious cases are carefully diagnosed and recommenda-
tions made for treatment of the same.
Several local organizations have assisted the
school nurse financially in her work. This assistance
has been used to remove adenoids and tonsils ; glasses
have been secured in a few cases; milk has been fur-
nished undernourished children. Statistics concerning
this work will be under the school nurse's report.
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HEATING SYSTEM AT THE HIGH SCHOOL
It becomes necessary to change the heating sys-
tem at the high school. The present boilers are not
large enough to efficiently heat the building and the
Vocational building. The piping system is filled with
rust and several of the rooms have no system of ven-
tilation. We are using annually two hundred tons of
soft coal. Heating engineers state that the building
could be heated with one hundred twenty-five to one
hundred fifty tons.
Our janitors are compelled in winter to begin
work at 4 A. M. and continue until 9 P. M. In very
severe weather one man remains through the night.
If a gymnasium should be constructed upon the
present lot this should be heated from the central
plant. Therefore a heating system should be installed
large enough to heat such a building.
EVENING SCHOOL
Owing to the small registration last year it was
deemed unwise to continue the evening school. In
1909 a law was passed requiring all non-English
schools to have their instruction in English at least one
session per day. Therefore in Rochester we have but
few people who can not read, write and speak in the
English language. Then, for the past few years, we
have had very few foreign-born, between sixteen and
twenty-one years of age, enter our city.
REPAIRS THAT HAVE BEEN MADE DURING
THE YEAR
High School
1. Floors in two corridors relaid,
2. Tinted upper corridor.
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3. Boilers repaired.
4. Varnished seats in two rooms.
5. Erected flagpole.
Allen School
1. Cement walk was made in front of building.
School Street School
1. Shingled the building.
2. Constructed a retaining wall.
3. Graded grounds in rear of building.
4. Wired one room.
5. Made a few minor repairs.
Maple Street School
1. Only minor repairs were made.
GoNic School
1. Relaid water pipe from building to street.
2. Varnished and buffed desks in several rooms.
East Rochester School
1. Installed up-to-date toilet fixtures.
2. Relaid water pipe from building to street.
REPAIRS NEEDED TO BE MADE
High School
1. Tinting of corridors and several rooms.
2. Varnishing and painting.
3. Cement walk around the building.
Allen School
1. Electric lights.
2. Painting building on the inside.
3. Relaying water pipe to street.
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School Street School
1. Leveling and smoothing of grounds.
2. Electrical wiring of additional rooms.
Maple Street School
1. It is not wise to make any major repairs on
this building.
GoNic School
1. Tinting and varnishing.
2. Grading the grounds in the rear of the build-
ing.
East Rochester School
1. Tinting and painting.
2. Repairing roofs over porches.
DO YOU KNOW?
1. That the elementary teachers have had an
average of 121/2 years of teaching experience. There-
fore Rochester has a mature group of elementary
teachers.
2. That the average salary of women secondary
teachers in Rochester is $1,416, average for the state
$1,307. Average salary of men secondary teachers is
$2,100, average for the state $1,811.
3. That there are the following number of Roch-





Colby Junior College, 1
Conn. College for Women, 1
Dartmouth College, 5
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Middlebury College,
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THE ANNUAL OVERTURN OF TEACHERS IN
THE STATE
Commissioner Butterfield recently sent the fol-
lowing information to the superintendent of schools
:
"The table below is complete to October first. It
includes all who, having graduated from Normal school
or college, are now in their first teaching year, and all
who had experience in other states, but none in New
Hampshire, The number constitutes about our reg-









These standardized tests are of great value to the
teachers in their daily instruction. If a teacher dis-
covers that the class measures below the standard she
will then endeavor to change her method of instruction
and raise the efficiency of the school.
LIST OF TUITION PUPILS
January 1, 1930
High School
Lebanon, Maine : Ruby Carpenter, Clarence Col-
bath, Harrison Leonard, Phyllis Shorey, Richard
Shorey, Helen Tebbetts, Merlon Farrell.
New Durham : Leslie Chase, Frank Fowler, Arline
Giles, George Jones, Edith Langley, Tracy Laney, Mary
Miller, Neil Willett.
Barrington: Raymond Hobson, Lillian Stiles.
Strafford : Evelyn Brock.
Wakefield : Harris Chapman.
Elementary
Lebanon, Maine : Dorothy Blaisdell, Vernor Blais-
dell, Doris Carpenter, Ernest Carpenter, Lillian Car-
penter, Muriel Carpenter, Robert Carpenter, Ruth
Carpenter, Everett Gray, Ralph Gray, Robert Gray,
Bert Hartford, Lois Hartford, Lyle Hartford, Victor
Hartford, Warren Hartford, Barbara Leonard, Brenda
McCrillis, Richard McKenney, Norman Pierce, Glenn
Walsh, Glennis Walsh, Franklin Walsh, Christine
White, Donald Tibbetts.
The tuition rates for 1929-1930 are
:
High School: $87.90 per year.
Elementary : $42.67 per year.
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COST OF HIGH SCHOOL INSTRUCTION




It has been a privilege to work with the teachers,
pupils, school officials, and citizens of this city another
year. I wish particularly to call your attention to the











REPORT OF PRINCIPAL OF HIGH
SCHOOL
Mr. William H. Buker, Superintendent of School, Roch-
ester, N. H.;
Dear Sir:
I herewith submit my annual report as Head-
master of the Rochester High School.
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very day. A pupil who is absent, tardy, or dismissed
more than twice has a very slight chance of being
among the better scholars in his class.
Work missed by absence, approved by the prin-
cipal, may be made up with the assistance of the sub-
ject teachers, after the pupil's return to school. Un-
excused absence is truancy. Time and work lost due to
tardiness, must be made up at the close of the school
day. If a pupil has three unexcused absences or three
unexcused tardinesses, he is indefinitely suspended and
may return to school only after a conference with his
parents, or by order of the superintendent or school
board.
WORK OF THE DIFFERENT COURSES
Every September a group of freshmen, coming
from all sections of the city, enter the Rochester High
School. No two of them have the same ability, environ-
ment, education, home or social life, so it is the duty of
the school to study each individual as a special case,
and to advise him along the lines of health, funda-
mental processes, worthy home membership, vocation,
citizenship, worthy use of leisure, ethical character,
and world problems.
Our enrollment this year is 339 pupils. There are
156 Commercial Pupils, 110 Academic Pupils, 26 Do-
mestic Arts Pupils, and 47 Mechanic Arts Pupils.
The first three years of the Commercial Course
are devoted to the following classroom studies: Eng-
lish, Commercial Geography, Business Arithmetic,
Bookkeeping, Stenography, Typewriting, History, and
French. During the senior year the pupils take Eng-
lish, and United States Constitutional History. For
the other credits we offer the pupils an opportunity to
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do actual office work under a supervisor, both in and
out of the school. A record is kept of the office prac-
tice work of each pupil. Pupils understand that they
will be recommended for employment on the basis of
their proficiency in actual office practice. During the
senior year a pupil is ranked on the following essen-
tials of office work : Accuracy in taking dictation, mak-
ing out reports, typing, disposition, promptness, order-
liness, housekeeping ability, courtesy in meeting pupils
and teachers, and the spirit of helpfulness and effort.
In the Domestic Arts Course, we are able to corre-
late the work in school with the work in the home.
The theory and the practice in the classroom and lab-
oratories in Textiles and Clothing, Foods and Nutri-
tions, Home its Care and Management, and the Family
and Its Members, become practice in the home life of
the girls. The gowns that are made and the dinners
that are served give evidence that the girls are able to
put theory into practice.
In our Mechanic Arts Course, due to our well
equipped classrooms and shops, we are able to give the
boys the theory and practice which will enable them,
in the future, to obtain good positions in machine
work, electrical work, pattern making, cabinet making,
electric welding, and drafting. These positions depend
on the boys, and they are given only to those who are
willing to work hard and efficiently. Last year the
General Electric Company desired to obtain five of our
boys, but they did not wish to leave Rochester. The
State Department of Labor is also cooperating as a
placement bureau. At the present time we are work-
ing on a rating scale to be used in recommending boys
for employment after they graduate from the Roches-
ter High School.
You will note that 110 pupils are registered for
academic work. About 50 of these pupils will enter
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post secondary institutions. Some of them are doing
work of certification grade. The great majority of
them are not. I feel that the time has come when we
should give high school pupils more of the type of work
that they will receive in college. Our standards of
scholarship should be raised, so that all pupils who in-
tend to go to college should receive a grade above 85
per cent, unless they are able to pass a regular college
entrance examination in the subject.
We are fortunate in having a group of successful,
experienced teachers who know their subject matter.
They are doing all that they can possibly do, both in
and out of the classroom for the pupils in their classes.
The results show that pupils, who really work faith-
fully each day, are doing satisfactory work. The
pupils who do not know how to study are doing unsatis-
factory work.
A private school has its pupils all of the time,
while we have ours only a small part of the day. The
home must cooperate and do its share, that of seeing
that its sons and daughters have good study habits,
for they are the most essential.
POST SECONDARY WORK
The following graduates entered post-graduate in-
stitutions :
University of New Hampshire: Virginia An-
Andrews, Wilfred Creteau, Beatrice Nutter, Marjorie
Young.
Plymouth Normal School: Velana Babb, Bonni-
bel Orr, Almee White, Estelle Winkley.
Middlebury College: Annie Phillips.
Dartmouth College: John Woodman.
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Colby Junior College: Esther Towle.
Wentworth Institute : Robert Grant, Elwyn Blais-
dell, Kenneth Haselton.
Boston Homeopathic Hospital: Leona Miller.
Gale Hospital: Nora Scahill.
Bryant and Stratton: Pauline Goodwin.
Moses Brown School: Clyde Blackwell.
Tabor Academy : Franklin Bond.
Hebron Academy: Norman Varney.
Stanton Preparatory Academy: Wilson Neal.
Bentley's School of Accounting : James Daggett.
The State Normal Schools at Keene and Plymouth,
and the University of New Hampshire accept Roch-
ester High School graduates without examinations for
admission. Graduates of Rochester High School are
admitted into any college accepting students upon cer-
tification. A grade of 85 per cent, is necessary for
certification. All of the students who have been cer-
tified are doing and have done very satisfactory work
in college.
HONORS
The Dartmouth Medal was awarded to John
Woodman, now a freshman at Dartmouth College. The
Springfield Scholarship was awarded to Beatrice Nut-
ter, now a freshman at the University of New Hamp-
shire. The Rochester Woman's Club Scholarships
were awarded to Marjorie Young and Almee White.
Miss Young entered the University and Miss White,
Plymouth Normal School. Large Scholarship R's
were awarded to Beatrice Nutter, John Woodman,
Annie Phillips, Claire Masse, and Cecelia Larochelle.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY
The officers of the Student Activity Association
are as follows:
President, Dick Blanchard
Vice President, Glen Stewart
Secretary, Charlotte Palmer
Treasurer, Mrs. Eva Stevenson
Adviser, Mr. John Monroe




Red and White, Mrs. Anna S. Allen
Dramatics, Miss Bernice Jordan, Mr. Eugene Maxam
Athletics-Faculty Manager, Mr. John Monroe
Coach, Mr. John Richardson
Orchestra, Boys' Glee Club, Girls' Glee Club,
Miss Myra Sprague
Hiking, Miss Bernice Jordan
French Club, Miss Carolyn Ricker
Latin Club, Miss Beatrice Ham
Senior Class, Mr. John Monroe
Junior Class, Miss Beatrice Ham
Sophomore Class, Miss Bernice Jordan
Freshman Class, Miss Carolyn Ricker
Pupil officers carry on the work of the different
organizations under the supervision of the faculty
advisers.
The Rochester High School enters into inter-
scholastic competition under the New Hampshire High
School Athletic Eligibility Rules.
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER OF THE STU-
DENT ACTIVITY ASSOCIATION
Financial Statement, January 1, 1929, to January 1,
1930
Receipts
Balance on hand January 1, 1929, $1,477 36
Student Activity, 882 57
Red and White, 493 05
Athletics, 1,831 79
Debate, 40 10
Class 1929, 126 95
Class 1930, 475 48
Class 1931, 78 24
Class 1932, 90 27
Class 1933, 34 80
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REPORT TO HEADMASTER E. S. ERASER ON
MECHANIC ARTS WORK AT ROCHESTER
HIGH SCHOOL
Dear Sir:
The following is a report of the activities carried
on ;by the Mechanic Arts Department
:
ENROLLMENT BY CLASSES
Manual Training, Grade VII, 69
Manual Training, Grade VIII, 58
Cabinet Work, Grade IX, 17
Pattern Making, Grade X, 6
Electricity, Grade XI, 13
Machine Shop Practice, Grade XII, 11
174
All boys in Grades VII and VIII in the school sys-
tem have manual training II/2 hours per v^^eek.
The boys in High School grades have 121/^ hrs. of
work in the shop each week. High School boys are
also given 6 hours of related work each week which is
correlated with their shop activities.
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Every effort is exerted to give each boy a thorough
training in the fundamental processes, and to develop
physical and mental co-ordination. The following is a
partial list of projects completed this year:
Dining-room for Domestic Arts Department.
Carpenter work, decorating, and electrical work
all done by the boys.
Supply closets for wood shop and machine shop.
Bookcase for office of Vocational Building.
Bookcase for Domestic Arts room.
Filing cabinet for Superintendent's office.
Filing cabinet for drawing room.
Playground equipment for East Rochester school.
Playground equipment for Gonic school repaired.
Machine Shop equipment set in place in basement
and completely wired for lights and power.
Two rooms at School street wired for lights.
Drawings, tracing, and blueprints for shop proj-
ects.
The above list is only a partial record of the wide
variety of projects completed in the department.
New equipment added to the shops this year in-
clude a 16-in. Jointer, Hollow Chisel Mortiser, Uni-
versal Tool and Cutter Grinder, and several small tools.
Beginning Sept. 1st of this year, we found condi-
tions crowded to such an extent that it seemed advis-
able to move the Machine Shop equipment to the base-
ment of the Vocational building. This has been done.
The space formerly occupied by the Machine Shop has
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been turned over to the Manual Training classes. With
this change the building is being used, so as to get a
full return on the money invested.
The equipment and plant in general is in good
condition, and serving its purpose well.
That the money spent for Mechanic Arts Work is
justified, is proven by the interest manifested by the
boys, and the number of visitors who come to see our
classes.
I want to take this opportunity to thank the School
Board, Superintendent, the Headmaster, and the Me-
chanic Arts instructors for their cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,
HAROLD W. HANSON,
Head of Mechanic Arts Department.
I wish to thank the superintendent and the school






REPORT OF SUPERVISOR OF
MUSIC
To the Superintendent of Schools:
I herewith submit my fourth report as Supervisor
of Music in the Rochester Public Schools.
The work is being carried along on much the same
lines as for the past three years.
The little children are taught by imitation, rote
songs forming the basis of teaching.
Reading from music notation together with the
necessary problems in time, tone, and theory receive
their due attention in each grade beginning with the
second. Correct posture, proper phrasing, and good
tone quality are stressed. Pupils singing three part
music have individual voice tests.
Individual work is proving its value in the chil-
dren's enthusiasm and willingness to participate in
group work, quartet, trio, duet, and even solo singing.
This is the second year that the junior orchestra
has had members from every school in the city. Maple
Street furnishes our youngest member, a fourth grade
pupil. The membership has doubled in three years.
This last September we furnished six members to the
high school orchestra.
Our operetta, "Hansel and Gretel," given during
Music Week, was the outstanding feature of the grade
work. The cast of over a hundred pupils was chosen
from every school from the fifth to the eighth grade,
including East Rochester and Gonic.
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I want to take this opportunity to express my
thanks to the boys and girls, their parents, the teach-
ers, and the superintendent who by their support and
cooperation made our operetta so splendidly successful.
The junior orchestra furnished music before and be-
tween the acts.
The high school orchestra is fortunate this year in
having a greater variety of instruments. Our new
members have brought us a flute, three clarinets, two
additional cornets and a saxophone, besides the always
welcome and necessary violins.
I desire to thank the members of the senior class
who are continuing as regular members, despite the
fact that they receive no official credit, having gained
their one point at the end of the Junior year.
The girls' glee club is continuing its work in a
creditable manner.
The boys' glee club is starting on its third year
of work.
Last January twenty-ninth the orchestra fur-
nished music before and between the acts of a play
given for the benefit of Rochester Hospital.
In April the orchestra and combined glee clubs
gave their second annual concert at the Opera House.
They deserve much credit for this performance.
This year instead of a concert we expect to furnish
incidental music the night of the high school play.
We have made two public appearances this term;
one evening at the high school during Education Week,
another at the Methodist Church in December.
In conclusion, I wish to thank the teachers and
superintendent for their cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,
MYRA E. SPRAGUE.
REPORT OF SCHOOL NURSE
To the Superintendent of Schools:
It is indeed a pleasure to submit my second annual
report.
Approximately eighteen hundred pupils have been
examined, of these the following defects were found :
Pupils with defective teeth, 310
Pupils with hypertrophied tonsils, 126
Pupils with defective vision, 41
Pupils with defective hearing, 12
Pupils 10% underweight, 260
Since the last annual report the following improve-
ments have been made:
Teeth, 96
Removal of tonsils, 24
Vision improved (by securing glasses), 29
The problem of undernourishment is being coped
with to the best of our ability. A problem of this
kind cannot wholly be remedied in the schools but must
have the cooperation of the home.
In the past year, I have made five hundred and
sixty-nine home visits.
Milk lunches are now on a firm basis in the schools.
They are well worth while, and have shown some re-
markable results.
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Fifty-two children have attended the local tuber-
culosis clinic, and of this number eight are classed as
suspicious. Two are now at the sanitorium at Pem-
broke, N. H., and those not requiring such skilled at-
tention are being treated successfully at home.
Charitable organizations in the city have made
possible many needed corrections, as well as supplying
milk for a large number.
I want to thank the superintendent and teachers
for their cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,





To the Superintendent of Schools:
I herewith submit my report as supervisor of the
playground at Dominicus Hanson Park for the season
of 1929.
The playground was officially opened Monday, July
first, with supervision offered in many of the sports.
During the first week a raft and diving board were
constructed under the direction of Guy Edmunds. This
equipment made the swimming place most popular on
the majority of days. The instructor conducted sev-
eral swimming meets during the season, in which Char-
lotte Burleigh showed herself to be the outstanding
swimmer, surpassing her male competitors in all
events.
Among the playground sports, basketball was the
favorite of the summer. Day after day, the boys and
girls strove to master the fundamentals with rather
crude attempts. Basketball is a most healthful sport
and the children like it. They appear to greatly regret
that there is no opportunity to master the game other
than by making it a summer sport. Teams were or-
ganized and games played regularly. R. R. Drapeau
was chosen as the best all-around player in this sport.
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Horseshoes was another popular sport. It was
found to be a delightful recreation in which to indulge
while drying off. In this game a tournament was de-
veloped with forty competitors. Arnold Newcomb won
the singles championship and the latter and John Lud-
den the doubles championship.
Tennis needed no encouragement from the in-
structor. At every hour of the day both courts were
occupied with several men, women, or children waiting
for an opportunity to play.
Further time was given to the fundamentals of
football and short games were played. Boys who ex-
pected to play high school football were most eager
for the training and the mastery of the fundamentals.
On the upper playground, the swings, teeters, and
chute were in almost constant use by both the younger
and older people.
1 Program
A 9 A. M. to 12 M.




B 1:00 P. M. to 5:00 P. M.
1 :00-l :45 Elementary swimming instruction
1:45-2:15 Diving and advanced strokes
2:15-4:45 Swimming




A No serious accidents occurred.
B Approximately 35 children received treatment
for minor cuts and bruises.
C Approximately 12 people were removed by the
instructor when in danger of drowning.
Ill Attendance
A Average attendance on warm days, approxi-
mately 150.
B Record day estimated at 750 on August 18,
when the Catholic Order of Foresters spon-
sored a field day and swimming meet.
Respectfully submitted,
STANLEY W. WRIGHT.
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TABLE A—REGISTRATION AND ATTENDANCE
FOR SCHOOL YEAR 1928-1929
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January 1, 1929 to January 1, 1930
RECEIPTS
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Substitutes,
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Grading grounds at School St., $1,624 54
Mechanic Arts, 3,997 18
$15,186 00
$110,946 24
Transferred to City Department, $4 39
Audited by J. Stacy Tripp, January 14, 1930.
PROPOSED BUDGET FOR 1930
Administration
:
1. Printing and ofRce supplies, $300 00
2. Attendance officer, 450 00
3. Census of children 5-16, 160 00
4. Telephone, 390 00
5. Superintendent's expenses, 200 00
6. Postage and express, 50 00







CLASS OF 1929 ROCHESTER HIGH SCHOOL
Opera House, Rochester, New Hampshire
June 20, 1929, at 8 P. M.
GRADUATION PROGRAM






Chorus, "Down in the Woodland," Elgar
Girls' Glee Club











Valedictory, "Music—The Universal Language,"
John Woodman
Awarding of Prizes,

































































































Tune, "Come Back to Erin"
Now that high school days are ended, and over
Now that the old world is calling anew.
We must withdraw from the pleasures of childhood
To seek the goals that are held to our view.
Although the pathway of life leads us onward
And each, in turn, leaves companions so dear
We shall remember our happy old high school
And in sweet memories recall it with cheer.
Then it's farewell to you class-mates so friendly,
We say goodbye with a smile and a tear.
May God in his heaven e'er tend us and keep us
That in the future we all may meet there.
May fame await us and happiness
Follow us all through life's most tempestuous years;
For he is winner of laurels and glory
Who faces life boldly, nor yields to his fears.
Cross the brief span that tonight is just ending
We've struggled to triumph o'er victory's gain
Now we'll march onward in search of new ventures.
Which with God's guidance will not be in vain
Then it's farewell to you, class-mates so friendly
We say goodbye with a smile and a tear,
May God in his heaven e'er tend us and keep us
That in the future we all may meet there.
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*Norman Blaisdell *Dean Hurd
^Alfred Callahan *Harrison Leonard
Kenneth Colwell Alfred McKenney
*Katherine Corson Norman McKenney
Pearl Corson *Helen Pray
Doris Densmore Ernest Preston
*Alphie Deveau * Phyllis Shorey
*William Goff Allie Story
Roland Grenier *Burton Tebbetts
*Edvv1na Haley Raymond Turner
Pearl Henderson *Vincent Turner
*Joseph Hickey
* These pupils entered High School, September 1929
IN MEMORIAM
Robert Howe, a pupil in the Allen School, died
February 6, 1929, age 7 years, 10 months.
Josephine Vigue, a pupil in the Maple St. School,
died June 2, 1929, age 7 years, 11 months.
Willis E. Header, janitor of the Maple St. School,
died May 24, 1929.
Thelma Agnes Chick, a pupil in the Allen School,
died July 18, 1929, age 14 years, 6 months.
VITAL STATISTICS
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